Executive Summary
Non-Medical Helper (NMH) Support refers to the one-to-one support provided to students with
disabilities. The aim of the current study was to investigate how NMH support impacts on inclusive
learning and the student experience in terms of transition, retention, engagement, progression,
These factors were measured via

attainment, aspiration, empowerment and employability.

quantitative and qualitative methodology. The participant groups involved were students, Support
Providers, School Disability Advisers and Disability Services Staff.
Key Findings
Significant associations revealed that support usage was linked to disability type. Students with
dyslexia were less likely to utilise high levels of Tutor support in comparison to those with other
disabilities. Conversely, students with Mental Health Conditions were more likely to use high levels
of Tutor support than those with other disabilities.
The qualitative analysis uncovered five key themes

—

Person Support, Student Acceptance,

Communication, Procedures and Systems, Mainstreaming Support. Person Support demonstrated
that support worked well when a consistent and sensitive approach was in operation between
students and Support Providers.

Student Acceptance highlighted the importance of students’

positioning on the process of acceptance and their subsequent utilisation of NMH support.
Communication was key to a positive support experience, however often many intermediaries
involved in the support process resulted in ambiguous communications. Procedures and Systems
revealed that many aspects are working well within the current procedures however, it was noted
that complexities within systems can be detrimental to NMH support experience.

Finally,

Mainstreaming Support refers to the process of making NMH support completely integrated into the
normality of University life. The consensus between participant groups was that NMH Support needs
to become more mainstreamed within the University. All of the aforementioned findings led to the
following suggested recommendations.
Suggested Recommendations
Potential improvements are presented within three categories

—

NMH Support, Systematic and

Procedural, and Mainstreaming.
NMH Support suggestions include the exploration of collaborative working options between
the Careers Service and Disability Services in order to support the transition of students with
disabilities from University into the workplace. Another suggestion was the possible extension of the
ASD Tutor role into the realm of “employability”. It was proposed that tailored support packages are
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extended to all types of Tutor support. In addition, where possible, Note Takers with the appropriate
specialised disciplines, should be assigned to STEM subiect students.
Systematic and Procedural suggestions include making Support Providers aware of their
assigned student’s disability. A Review System, would involve contacting students half way through
the first semester and this would determine how well students are progressing with their NMH
support, thus promoting the optimal service. It was proposed that Support Providers engage in a
thorough recruitment and vetting process, involving the implementation of a new assessment
procedure for new Support Providers that requires the completion of mandatory practical tests. In
addition, the implementation of an electronic Work Record sign-off system would mean that Work
Records are easily confirmed remotely, eliminating the need to meet face-to-face and noncommunication issues. The potential of a support weaning-off system has been postulated so that as
the student progresses through their studies, their NMH support is scaled down. Due to the nature
of some disabilities, the system would need to be selectively implemented.

Additionally, the

opportunity for students in receipt of NMH Support to communicate with other students in the same
position was recommended.
Mainstreaming Support recommendations involve the promotion of acceptance in order to
diminish the stigma attached to NMH Support. Moreover, the provision of services for Support
Providers such as access to Wi-Fi, Queen’s Online and Queen’s email addresses would demonstrate
the importance the University places on NMH Support,

Additionally, one suggestion was that

academic staff should be given access to information regarding whether or not their students are using
their NMH support and this would allow informed decisions to be made with regards to coursework
extensions.
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Title
An evaluation of the impact of Non-Medical Helper Support on students with disabilities
at Queen’s University Belfast.

Introduction
Background
Non-Medical Helper (NMH) Support refer5 to the one-to-one support provided to students with
disabilities at Higher Education Institutions within the UK. As a result of the legislation outlined below,
Queen’s University Belfast (QUB) must ensure that students with disabilities have access to support
services that put them on an even par with their non-disabled peers. QUB enhanced their provision
for students with disabilities in 2008 through the creation of Queen’s Register of Support Providers
which allowed NMH support to be arranged within the University. As by the end of 2013/14, Queen’s
Register of Support Providers had been in operation for six full academic years, it was considered an
appropriate time to carry out an evaluation of the service’s effectiveness.
This report will outline the findings of the study evaluating the impact that NMH support has
had on QUB students over the past six years from the conception of Queen’s Register of Support
Providers.

The project is funded by the Department for Employment and Learning, from
administration fees collected for the management of NMH support from student DSA awards.
The Introduction will cover the following:
1.

Legislation

2.

QUB Response

3.

NMH Support Demand

4. The Russell Group
5.

Literature Review

6.

Present Study
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Legislation
The formation of the social model of disability (Oliver, 1990) has been influential in recent disability
legislation. Oliver’s model argues that a disability is not inherent to an individual but rather, it is
societal barriers that cause an individual’s condition to become disabling (Oliver & Barnes, 2012). The
first response to the social model of disability was the Disability Discrimination Act (DDA; 1995). The
definition of disability according to the DDA is as follows:
“A person has a disability for the purposes of this Act if he has a physical or mental
impairment which has a substantial and long-term adverse effect on his ability to carry
out normal day-to-day activities”.
This definition incorporates a wide variety of impairment types including physical disabilities, sensory
disabilities and neurological/medical conditions. The DDA led to a focus on the rights of people with
disabilities in three key areas

—

employment, housing, goods and services. The act did not specifically

mention education, so although institutions had to ensure that areas used by the public such as
libraries and gyms were disability friendly, there was no such accessibility requirement for educational
practices. The DDA has since been extended and now incorporates discrimination in other areas
including education and this is mirrored by the Disability Discrimination (NI) Order (2006).
The introduction of the Special Educational Needs and Disability (Northern Ireland) Order
(SENDO; 2005) was in response to the suggestion that the DDA was not specific enough to cover all
disability-related requirements within an educational environment.

SENDO makes it a legal

requirement for students with disabilities to have access to services that provide them with the same
opportunities as their non-disabled peers to help them achieve their full potential. The Order outlines
that students should not receive less favourable treatment as the result of their disabilities and that
the necessary “reasonable adjustments” should be implemented at practice, procedural and policy
levels. Further to this, on
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September 2006, amendments to SENDO made it more applicable to

students in Further and Higher Education. Now those with disabilities cannot be subject to higher
competence standards than non-disabled students nor should students with disabilities have
qualifications conferred on them in any way that is different to their non-disabled peers.
SENDO’s definition of disability remained the same as that within the DDA and this helped
encourage universities to become more inclusive environments where needs are now anticipated as
opposed to adjustments being made as an afterthought. Moreover, any queries regarding whether
or not Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) should be considered a disability were resolved by the Autism
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Act (NI) 2011. This Act clarified that the significant, long term impact that the disorder has on social
interactions is disabling, as ASU inhibits the formation of social relationships.

QUB Response
Prior to 2001, students with disabilities were responsible for sourcing their own Support Providers
(SP5). In 2001, QUB elected to take part in a collaborative project with the University of Ulster (UU)
and Belfast Institute of Further and Higher Education (BIFHE), so that students in receipt of DSA
requiring one-to-one support were able to access a range of NMH support more easily and directly.
The project was funded by the Higher Education Funding Council/Department of Education and
Learning Strand 3. Initially, UU accepted sole responsibility for the administration of the project,
including the recruitment of suitably qualified individuals to perform the various SP roles and the
matching of students with appropriate SPs.
As the number of students entitled to NMH Support steadily increased, the decision was taken
by the UU in 2008 that each institution would take responsibility for their own support administration.
This led to the establishment of Queen’s Register of Support Providers in September 2008. Initially,
Queen’s Register of Support Providers had access only to SPs from the original recruitment process at
UI). However, Queen’s Register soon initiated its own recruitment process and currently, it has
around 240 SPs on its database. These individuals are self-employed and are, in the main, paid directly
by the student’s Education and Library Board (ELB) for students from Northern Ireland. Other funding
sources for non-local Queen’s students include SFE (Student Finance England), ESF (European Social
Fund), SAAS (Student Award Agency Scotland) and QUB (eg. for international students).
As a HE institution, QUB has taken further steps to ensure that students with disabilities are
specifically catered for. For example, in line with SENDO requirements, QUB has an institution-wide
Disability Policy. Disability Advisers (DA5), the individuals who cater for the needs of students with
disabilities at School level, are encouraged to develop School-specific disability policies because of the
varying demands of QUB courses. The QUB policy is based on the aforementioned social model of
disability (Oliver, 1990) and ensures that students with disabilities are provided with the necessary
opportunities to achieve their potential academically. The policy incorporates the following core
facets:
1.

Safe physical access, including access to information.

2.

Promotion of positive attitudes to disability.
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3.

Adjustment of any practices considered discriminatory.

4. Taking steps to ensure that the numbers of students with disabilities at QUB is reflective of
the proportion of those with disabilities in the general population.
5. Accommodation of individuals regardless of disability type.
6.

Collaboration with disability groups and other local educational institutions.

The clUB Disability Policy outlines the process that occurs when a student discloses a disability. If the
student decides to disclose their disability to Disability Services, an initial meeting is arranged with a
Disability Officer (DO). The DO will determine the nature of the student’s disability and if the student
is eligible, they will be advised to apply for Disabled Student’s Allowance (DSA). DSA funding is
available to students for specialist one-to-one support with SPs, for any equipment required to
complete their course, for consumable and/or for travel costs incurred because of their disability.
Where a student is not eligible for OSA (for example, international students), theirsupport needs may
be funded by QUB. When the funding source has been identified, a student will have a Needs
Assessment to determine what support will be most suited to their requirements and in many cases,
this will include recommendations for NMH support.
Following funding confirmation and a referral to the Register from the student’s DO, the
Register allocates SP(s) and both parties are informed via email of the “match(es)”. The types of
support provided are intended to ‘level the playing field’ for students with disabilities. Below is a brief
outline of the types of support provided, divided into two categories: Tutor Support and Other
Support.

Tutor Support
There are five main types of tutor support Study Skills, Dyslexia, ASD, Academic Mental Health (AMH)
—

and Mathematics and Statistics. Although Foreign Language and Information Technology tutoring
support are also available, these will not be discussed in any great detail due to low demand. Support
Tutors do not provide subject-specific tuition. Rather, the Tutor works with the student on a one-to
one basis to identify particular skills gaps that are a result of the student’s disability. Initially, the Tutor
will meet with the student to engage in a discussion regarding their difficulties and identify what they
would like to gain from the support sessions. From this, a Learning Plan is constructed. The Learning
Plan outlines the areas that will be covered during the sessions which frequently take place on a
weekly basis. In some cases, the student may prefer to meet less often. With the exception of the
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Mathematics and Statistics Tutor, the aforementioned roles emphasise study skills development and
incorporate elements such time management, organisation, essay writing and research skills.
The difference between the roles is that while a Study Skills Tutor will work on generic skills
with students who have varying disabilities, the other forms of Tutor support are tailored to the needs
of students with particular disabilities. For example, a Dyslexia Tutor will be able to help with the
development of literacy skills which tend to be a major area of difficulty for students with dyslexia.
Similarly, ASD Tutors tailor the study skills support they deliver to the particular difficulties of students
with ASU. This includes focussing on areas such as social interaction at university, communication
skills development, group working, motivation and time management. AMH Tutors do not provide
counselling support to students. Rather, they deliver study skills tuition in a way that is sensitive to
the student’s disability. For instance, students with mental health issues often need to concentrate
on techniques such as stress management and organisation skills to help them deal more effectively
with the academic demands of third level education. The Mathematics and Statistics Tutor support is
slightly different from the previous four roles because of the emphasis on maths. This form of support
is assigned to individuals who, because of their disability (normally dyslexia) have difficulty with
mathematical concepts. Such tuition is only available where mathematics and/or statistics is an
essential part of the degree programme but not the primary component.
Other Suport
In addition to the Tutoring roles outlined previously, there is a range of other support available. The
most high demand role is for Note Takers. Note Takers are required to take ‘accurate, comprehensive
and unbiased’ class notes for students with physical/sensory disabilities or specific learning difficulties.
The purpose of the support is to allow the student to listen as opposed to having their attention
diverted from the lecture content by the act of note taking, something that can be stressful, strenuous
and ultimately ineffectual for individuals with certain conditions. As the student must be present in
the lecture, a key stipulation is that Note Takers cannot take notes in a student’s absence except in
certain cases where this has been agreed in advance because of the student’s particular medical
condition. If a student does not turn up to a class, the SP will normally wait twenty minutes and then
leave, without passing on any notes.
Students with literacy difficulties may have access to a Proof Reader to help them review
assignments before submission. The student is required to send the text for proof reading to the SP
well in advance of the assignment deadline. The Proof Reader will arrange to meet with the student
to discuss their suggested changes in relation to spelling, grammar, punctuation and structure. It
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should be noted that this role is different to Dyslexia Tutoring in that Dyslexia Tutors may only teach
the development of proof reading skills.
Some students with mobility, visual or learning difficulties are entitled to a Library Assistant.
This individual will help the student retrieve books from the QUB libraries and may also be required
to ensure that literature is available in an accessible format e.g. enlarging literature for a visually
impaired student by photocopying or using the Zoomex Scanner.
A student with mobility issues or a condition such as ASD, where new environments may be
daunting and confusing, can have access to a Campus Assistant. This individual will help with carrying
books/bags, with guiding the student around the campus and with general orienteering.
The final types of support are specifically related to examinations. Some students
have concentration or time management issues linked to ASD or mental health conditions.
Consequently, such individuals may be entitled to an Exam Prompter, someone who will keep them
on track and help ensure that they complete the exam within the allocated time. A student who has
a difficulty writing because of dexterity problems or dyslexia for example, may have access to an Exam
Scribe. In this situation, the student dictates the answer to the exam questions and the SP transcribes
the student’s exact words. Other students may be entitled to Reader support. A Reader simply reads
out the exam questions and/or the student’s responses as many times as the student requires and the
student writes their own script.
Regardless of the type of support an SP offers, it is imperative that the service provided is of
the highest standard. Therefore, upon recruitment SPs are encouraged to partake in various training
courses funded by the Queen’s Register of Support Providers. SPs are also subject to a Code of
Conduct and students must adhere to a Student Contract (see appendices E and F). The Code of
Conduct for Support Providers stresses the importance of not providing support beyond the support
role boundaries. The Student Contract highlights that students must take responsibility for their
support requirements, have realistic expectations of their SPs and remember that support is not
subject-specific.

For example, if a student has a query in relation to their support, it is their

responsibility to contact their DO. To promote independent learning, the SP should not attempt to do
this on a student’s behalf. Similarly, SPs should not intervene in the relationship between students
and their School/academic staff.
To receive payment, SPs are obliged to complete a timesheet or “Work Record” outlining the
duration of each support session and the topics covered (see appendix 6). Students must ensure that
they make themselves available to their SP to sign off the Work Record. If a student misses or cancels
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a session with less than twenty-four hours’ notice, the SP will be paid for the first hour providing they
complete and get the student to countersign a Missed Cancelled Sessions proforma (see appendix H).
Students are aware that funding for support may be discontinued/suspended if they continually miss
or cancel sessions at short notice. If a student or SP has a complaint at any stage they are entitled to
raise such issues via the Complaints Procedure. In addition, both parties have the opportunity feed
back about their experiences via annual online questionnaires at the end of each academic year.

NMH Demand
Since the establishment of an independent NMH Register at QUB, the demand for NMH support has
risen annually. At the end of its first year, the number of student support needs were 424 for a total
of 290 students. By comparison, in May 2014, a total of 1173 support needs (+177%) were recorded
for 732 students (+152%). The most widely recommended form of support from the outset has been
for Dyslexia Tutor support. This continues to be the trend, with more students being diagnosed with
dyslexia at primary/secondary school and with mature students tending to be diagnosed when they
reach university. Overall, the demand for the support has increased by 201% from 2008/09 to
2013/14.

Most probably because of the reduction in stigma attached to mental illness, there has
been a 379% rise in demand for AMH Tutors from 2008/09 and 2013/14. Additionally, owing to an

upsurge in the number of diagnoses of ASD, the need for ASD Tutors has increased by 1160% between
2008/09 and 2013/14. Other roles that have witnessed escalations in demand are Proof Readers
(+215%) and Readers (+320%), both of which may be linked to the greater numbers of students
presenting with dyslexia. The recommendations for Study Skills Tutors and Maths and Statistics Tutors
have also been steadily increasing since May 2012. These figures will be presented in tabular format
in the Results section, where an explanation will be developed for the variations in student
engagement with the support provided.

The Russell Group
The Russell Group consists of 24 universities located across the UK which are considered to be the
most prestigious in terms of research output. As QUB is a member of this group, it seemed apt to
include a brief section on how disability support is being sanctioned by other institutions in this cluster.
From viewing material freely available online, the overall picture is that most of the Russell Group’s
universities have very similar support structures in that the same type of support is available to
students, with slight variations only in the names of the support roles. One of the main differences
10

however is that many of the institutions, including the University of Liverpool and University of York,
operate systems whereby support is outsourced.

This means that when the student’s needs

assessment recommends NMH support, the institutions in question refer the student to an external
company that arranges the allocation of appropriately qualified SPs. The University of York outsources
to a company known as Neuro Partners.

SPs with Neuro Partners undergo a rigorous training

programme under the supervision of Assistant Psychologists. Support Co-ordinators or Assistant
Psychologists facilitate an introductory meeting between the student and the SP and monthly progress
reports are shared with the university’s Disability Services.

Although Imperial College London

presently outsources support, the university is currently in the process of moving to in-house
provision.
The University of Southampton assists students with disabilities through the ‘Enabling
Services’ Department. Support Tutors are referred to as “Mentors” and although they are still funded
through DSA, these individuals have a much more involved role than SPs at QUB. Similar to the Tutor
support provided at QUB, most students meet their Mentor on a weekly basis. Academic staff will not
be aware that a student has a Mentor unless the student informs them. In contrast to SPs at QUB,
Mentors are allowed to communicate with academic staff in relation to issues with their students.
They may give advice on the exam support for example and are even allowed to make suggestions
about additional support that students might benefit from. Several institutions such as King’s College
London and Durham University have noted that they provide group study skills opportunities as well
as one-to-one support.
In the University of Glasgow, SPs tend to be recruited from the institution’s postgraduate and
postdoctoral student body which means that although SPs are suitably qualified, they may not
necessarily have prior experience of working with people who have disabilities. Durham University
has a section on their website where students can easily give feedback on their support at any time.
In addition to this, King’s College London use positive and negative feedback about their support or
indeed, support received at any other institutions, to allow the university to maintain and develop
quality student support. The University of Leeds guarantees optimal Note Taker support by operating
a system of Note Taker supervision. This institution is also committed to ensuring that students with
disabilities are provided with opportunities to hear about disability-friendly employers and has
recently hosted a talk from one such employer French cosmetics giant, L’oreal.
In contrast to QUB, many institutions required students to sign off their Work Records
electronically. The University of Cambridge for example, operates a procedure whereby the student
receives an email following their support session and then, by using a link and entering an
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authorisation code he/she confirms that the SP has completed the session. This seems to be a fast
and efficient way of signing off Work Records. It is convenient for the student, avoids any stigma
caused through having to meet a Note Taker in front of peers and reduces the possibility of delayed
payments or non-payment for Support Providers.
Other interesting initiatives include the University of Exeter having open days for all those
students with disabilities who select them as an option on UCAS. This open day outlines the type of
support available to students with disabilities and aids with the transition from school to university.
Within the University of Liverpool, there is an interesting initiative called the Disabled Students’
Network. This involves a group of student volunteers with disabilities meeting with the Disability
Support team throughout the academic year to address issues related to their support and to discuss
possible improvements that might be beneficial. This ongoing evaluation means that the best service
is made available to students and it also helps those with disabilities to meet with other students who
can empathise with them.
The University of Edinburgh must be commended for having a fully mainstreamed support
system. This institution goes beyond simply having a University Disability Policy. Rather, it has a policy
that applies to all students disabled and non-disabled. Disability adjustments are mainstreamed in
—

such a way that they are now seen as a normal part of the university experience, making the institution
fully inclusive. As the University of Bristol states, DSA is a ‘vital lifeline’ for students with disabilities
as evidenced by the academic achievements of students in receipt of DSA matching those of their nondisabled peers.

Literature Review
As no institution within the UK appears to have conducted a similar study to this one relevant
literature will act as beneficial reference points. Although the primary focus of this literature section
extends beyond the Russell Group, because of the sensitive nature of disability-related research, many
authors have anonymised the institution names so may be that some of the findings are indeed from
Russell Group institutions.
The importance of NMH support was highlighted by a study of Open University students which
showed that those with disabilities in receipt of DSA had an increased likelihood of progressing to the
next year of study (Richardson, 2010). In addition, Madriaga, Hanson, Kay and Walker (2011) found
that students with disabilities who did not take NMH support had significantly lower attainment levels
than their non-disabled peers. The students with disabilities who were receiving and using support
12

performed at the same level as non-disabled students, thus demonstrating the integral role that NMH
support plays in attainment. The best outcomes from NMH support were apparent when the student
engaged in collaborative decision making with their SP. For example, the most positive feedback
regarding Dyslexia Tutor support came from students actively involved in designing their support
programme alongside the Tutor (Kirwan & Leather, 2011). The idea that students gain more from
their support when they take a proactive role was echoed by Goode (2007) who found that students
who took the initiative in sourcing their support had good outcomes in terms of progression and
retention from the outset.
Despite the above positives, GoOde (2007) noted that some students felt burdened by the
extra responsibility of trying to organise their support during time they would otherwise have used to
concentrate on their studies. Similarly, many students at English universities did not like having to
meet their SPs to sign Work Records, nor did they feel comfortable challenging SPs about any
problems with the support (Hopkins, 2011).

This raises the issue of the “employer-employee”

relationship that exists and the difficulties that many students face in developing an effective working
relationship. As these are issues that non-disabled students do not encounter, such complex systems
may further burden as opposed to help and support students with disabilities (Hopkins, 2011; Goode,
2007).
However, these systematic difficulties are outweighed by the crucial role NMH support plays
for students with certain disabilities.

Individuals with ASD for example, tend to avoid social

interaction, preferring to confine their focus to the academic side of student life. This can result in the
student isolating him/herself and this in turn may lead to the development of mental health
difficulties. Research has shown that despite having a difficulty forming social relationships, social
interactions are hugely beneficial to those with ASD

in

reducing the chances of isolation and mental

health problems (Jones, ZahI & Huws, 2001). Although this illustrates the importance of ASD Tutor
support, it demonstrates that ASD Tutors must operate within certain confines if the support is to be
successful (MacLeod & Green, 2009). The support relationship must be specifically tailored to the
individual and the support package must have a degree of flexibility because what works for one
student with ASD may not work for another (MacLeod & Green).

The Present Study
As noted previously, the Queen’s Register of Support Providers has been managing NMH support for
QUB students for the past six years so this study will endeavour to evaluate the service over that
period. The aim of the project therefore is to investigate how non-medical helper (NMH) support
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impacts on inclusive learning and the student experience in terms of transition, retention,
engagement, progression, attainment, aspiration, empowerment and employability. The following
factors will be measured quantitatively in terms of the students’ final degree classification and
qualitatively via discussions with the students.
The key predictions that were investigated are as follows:
1.

NMH support utilisation will lead to better student experiences and academic outcomes, as
evaluated by the impact on the eight key factors transition, retention, engagement,
-

progression, attainment, aspiration, empowerment and employability.
2.

NMH support utilisation will be influenced by factors such as disability type, age and gender
of the student.
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Method

Design and Participants
The approach taken was a “mixed methods” one, incorporating both quantitative and qualitative
measures. The design of the study was “between groups” in that the same participants did not take
part in every element of the study but rather, only participated in the elements for which they fulfilled
the essential criteria. Ethical approval forthis study was obtained from clUB School of Education Ethics
Committee (see appendix A).

Quantitative Design and Participants
The quantitative section of the study relied on secondary data i.e. records that were kept by the
Queen’s Register of Support Providers and data that is available to QUB staff via the Queen’s Student
Information System (QSIS). The following section outlines how the secondary data was divided into
variables.
The independent variables (lVs) for the ANOVA analysis were “Type of Support” and “Level of Support
Usage”. “Type of Support” had four levels

—

AMH Tutor, ASD Tutor, Dyslexia Tutor and Study Skills

Tutor. These types of support were chosen as they are the primary forms of NMH Support that
promote skills development. “Level of Support Usage” had three levels

—

none (used no support),

medium (used 1-50% of support entitlements) and high (51-100% of support entitlements). The
dependent variable (DV) was “Final Degree Mark”. The 1071 cases analysed in this part of the study
had all met the following criteria:
1.

The students received Tutor support between September 2008 and May 2014,

2.

They had all been studying for an undergraduate degree and

3. They had graduated by summer 2014.
The five chi square analyses used the same set of participants as the ANOVA meaning that each
analysis had 1071 participants. All the chi square analyses measured the same categorical DV “Level
of Support Usage”. The categorical Vs for each analysis will now be outlined. The first chi square
analysis used the IV “Gender”, which had two levels male and female. The second chi square analysis
-

tested the IV “Age of Participant”, with two levels, 18-24 years and 25+.

The third analysis

incorporated the IV “Type of Support 1” and had two levels dyslexia versus any other form of support.
-

The penultimate analysis utilised the IV “Type of Support 2” and the two levels were ASD versus any
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other form of support. The final analysis involved the IV “Type of Support 3”, which again had two
levels AMH versus any other form of support.
-

Qualitative Design and Participants
Although the variables of interest from the initial research question

-

transition, retention,

engagement, progression, attainment, aspiration, empowerment and employability

—

were

investigated by the quantitative research, it was decided to conduct focus groups in the attempt to
provide more thorough and valid support for these key variables.
A focus group is when a group of individuals come together to discuss a topic in the presence
of a facilitator. Such research methods are particularly interesting as they allow the researcher to see
the impact of social interaction on the variables (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003). Furthermore, focus groups
allow for data to be analysed via thematic analysis, a process that facilitates the location and
interpretation of relationships within qualitative data (Braun & Clarke, 2013). The premises of
thematic analysis means that the key variables can become the deductive themes which are then
searched for in the transcribed data (Braun & Clarke, 2006). A deductive approach was therefore
taken initially. However, as the study proceeded, inductive themes became apparent but as these
were contingent upon the deductive themes, the final approach taken was a mixed deductiveinductive model, thereby demonstrating that the analysis was conducted from a realist
epistemological position. From a realist perspective, one can argue that while the qualitative findings
are supportive of the quantitative data, they also add to researcher understanding by uncovering
those underlying mechanisms and meanings that help to construct such data (Mason, 1996). In
accordance with the outlined epistemological position, themes were semantic in nature, meaning that
they were based upon what was actually said within the groups and that the data was not interpreted
beyond this level.
With regards to personal reflexivity, it is important to be aware of the fact that the individual
who designed the research project also acted as the focus group facilitator and analysed the data. A
certain distance from the data was obtained by using audio typists to transcribe the focus group
recordings but the researcher still remained close to the data as thematic analysis required repeated
readings of the transcripts. Moreover, the researcher worked within the Disability Services office and
has throughout her studies had an interest in disability related issues. Hence, the impact of the
aforementioned factors on the final outcomes must be evaluated.
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Twelve focus groups in total were conducted within fourtarget populations—current students
registered with Disability Services, SPs, DAs and Disability Services Staff. Each population received an
email targeted at their specific group and were asked to respond if they were interested in
participating. A total of 27 current students took part across five focus groups. 28 SPs shared their
experiences across four focus groups. Two DA focus groups were conducted incorporating a total of
eight individuals. The final focus group consisted of four staff from Disability Services, all of whom
were DOs. Participation was totally voluntary and all were invited to enjoy a complimentary lunch or
morning snack.
It was anticipated that the focus groups would not largely converge upon the variable of
employability nor did the data already available from the Queen’s Register of Support Providers.
Hence a survey (using Survey Monkey) was constructed to determine the impact that NMH support
received at University had on transition to the work place. The targeted individuals met the same
criteria as those required for inclusion within the statistical analyses. As the target survey audience
had already graduated, a lot of these individuals no longer accessed their QUB email so it was
necessary to get in contact with them via a different means. The Development and Alumni Relations
Office had access to email addresses for 532 of the graduates and they kindly agreed to email the
survey link to these individuals, requesting voluntary responses. The survey, which included some
numerical responses, was mainly qualitative in nature and had exactly 100 participants.

Apparatus and Measures
A computer was required to retrieve the secondary data accessible from the Disability Services
database and 0515. SurveyMonkey was utilised to construct the graduate survey, a copy of which is
included in Appendix I. A schedule was necessary to keep the facilitator on track in the focus groups
(see Appendix D). In addition, separate information and consent forms (see Appendices B and C) were
required for the different participant groups. It was necessary to have a quiet and accessible room to
carry out the discussions. The focus groups were recorded via Dictaphone and Catering at QUB
supplied snacks for the participants. Finally, audio typists were required to transcribe the focus group
data.
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Procedure
Firstly, the researcher accessed the required secondary data and analysed it through the use of
appropriate quantitative analytic procedures. The next step was to contact the participants eligible
for the focus groups. A list of emails of all the students currently entitled to NMH support was
available from the Queen’s Register of Support Providers section of the Disability Services database.
These students were sent an email asking if they would like to participate in a focus group. The
participants who responded were allocated to the focus group that was best suited to their availability.
Likewise, targeted emails were sent to SPs, DAs and Disability Services staff and similarly they were
allocated to occupation-specific focus groups in line with their schedules. Unfortunately, because of
their limited availability, some interested individuals could not make any of the focus group meetings.
After confirming the focus group to attend, participants were informed that they could arrive
up to 30 minutes prior to the start of the group discussions to avail of lunch, familiarise themselves
with the surroundings and meet with other participants. On arrival, participants were given the
information sheets which the facilitator later read aloud to ensure that the information was accessible
to all. The participants were advised that the facilitator would take a back seat and let the group
discuss the topic of NMH support amongst themselves. If the participants were happy with the
procedure outlined, they signed the consent form or they could choose to leave. The facilitator
checked again that the participants were happy with being recorded and then started the recording.
For the purpose of the recording, the rationale of the study was briefly outlined, participants were
reminded about the necessity for confidentiality and were asked again to confirm that they were still
happy to participate. After introductions were made, the facilitator started the focus group with a
broad question: ‘How do you feel about Disability Services?’ This question was altered accordingly
depending on participant group. If the discussion did not proceed in the direction the facilitator
envisaged, there was a list of prompts that she could use to direct the conversation in the appropriate
manner. The facilitator only intervened if the participants were going off topic or to encourage quieter
individuals to contribute. After an hour of discussion, participants were thanked for taking part and
were reminded that the contact details of the researcher were available on the information sheet
should they have any questions following the close of the group. The recordings were sent to audio
typists and when the groups were transcribed, the researcher analysed the data using thematic
analysis.
The last part of the project involved constructing the graduate survey and sending it out to
the targeted graduates. As mentioned previously, this was facilitated by the Development and Alumni
Office who sent the survey out to the alumni within the target population, along with periodic
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reminders to ensure an optima! response rate.

After the survey closed, the responses were

transferred to an Excel document. The qualitative responses were then used to corroborate the
findings of the analysed focus groups.
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Quantitative Section
The following section outlines the figures that were obtained from the records kept by Queen’s
Register of Support Providers. The section is divided into three parts
—

1.

Descriptive Graphs and Tables

2.

ANOVA Results

3.

Chi Square Analyses

Descriptive Graphs and Tables
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Figure 1: A graph showing NMH Support Needs

Figure 1 clearly displays the increasing demand for NMH Support. It illustrates that support needs
over the six years have increased threefold from the outset of Queen’s Register of Support Providers
in 2008/09 to 2013/14. Table 1 displays how the increasing support needs have impacted upon
the
different types of support provided. It can be seen that ASD Tutor Support has had the largest
percentage increase over the six year period. However, the raw figures indicate that the most
indemand form of support has been Dyslexia Tutoring.
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Table 1: Increasing Needs by Support Type

Support Type
ASD Tutor
AMH Tutor
Reader
Note Taker
Proof Reader
Dyslexia Tutor
Library Assistant
Campus Assistant
Study Skills Tutor
Maths & Stats Tutor
Exam Scribe

2008/09
5
29
10
74
13
123
15
15
47
37
37

Percentage Increase

Year
2013/14
63
139
42
251
41
370
43
40
71
54
50

(%)
1160
379
320
239
215
201
187
167
51
46
35

As Figure 1 and Table 1 highlight the ever increasing need for NMH support, it was anticipated that
students receiving support were producing work to the same standards as their non-disabled peers.
Figure 2 below demonstrates how the students entitled to NMH support compare to non-disabled
students in terms of final degree classification.

Outcomes of Students Entitled to NMH Support versus All Other
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Figure 2: Outcomes of Students Entitled to NMH Support versus AU Other Students
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Figure 2 illustrates the degree cla55ifications of all QUB students who obtained an undergraduate
degree between summer 2009 and summer 2014. The graduates were divided into two groups.
Group 1 consisted of Students Entitled to NMH Support and group 2 represented All Other Students.
The two groups are displayed on the graph as percentages. From Figure 2, it can be seen that the
degree classifications of the students forms a normal bell curve. The expectation was that there would
be little difference between Students Entitled to NMH Support and All OtherStudents as NMH Support
primarily aims to “level the playing field”. However, the percentage of All Other Students gaining Vts
and 2.ls was slightly higher than those entitled to NMH Support. As the reason for this was unclear,
statistical analysis was carried out to determine whether or not there was any difference in the
students’ final degree results and the type of support they were entitled to.

ANOVA Results
A two-way ANOVA was conducted. The data included in the analysis met with the following criteria
i.

students who received tutor support between September 2008 and May 2014

2.

students who graduated by summer 2014

3.

Students who were studying for an undergraduate degree.

-

It should be noted that if students received support in the aforementioned years but had not
graduated by summer 2014, they could not be included in the ANOVA as the analysis required the
students’ final marks.

A 4 X 3 “between groups” ANOVA was conducted. The first independent variable (IV), “Type of
Support” had four levels: AMH Tutor, ASD Tutor, Dyslexia Tutor and Study Skills Tutor. The focus was
on these four types of support as they are the primary forms of NMH support that promote skill
development and independent learning. The second IV was “Level of support Usage”. This variable
referred to the percentage of support entitlements that students used and it had three levels

—

None,

Medium and High. As the label suggests, students within the group entitled “None” used no support,
students in the “Medium” group used between 1% and 50% of their support entitlements and
students in the “High” usage groups used between 51% and 100% of their support allocated. The
dependent variable (DV) was “Final Degree Mark”. Table 2 below provides a summary of the students’
support usage.
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Table 2: Number of Students included in ANO VA Analysis

Number of Students

Type of Support
None

Medium

High

Total

ASD

10

21

26

57

AMKT

20

66

97

183

Dyslexia

128

303

222

653

Study Skills

31

76

71

178

Total

189

466

416

1071

Table 2 above demonstrates that the highest number of students were entitled to Dyslexia Support
and the lowest number were entitled to ASD Support. This is in line with the representation of such
disabilities within the general population. Table 2 shows that most students used either a medium or
high level of support, with only a very low number using no support at all.
When the ANOVA was carried out, it was found that there was no significant main effect of “Type of
Support” (F (3, 1059)

=

2.49, p

=

.059). However, as the p-value is approaching significance, this will

be discussed later in relation to Figure 3 A plot displaying the outcomes of type of support usage
-

on final degree classification.

Although there was no significant effect of “Level of Support Usage” (F (2, 1059)

=

.017, p

=

.983),

there was a significant interaction of “Type of Support” x “Level of Support Usage” (F (6, 1059)
3.395, p

=

=

.003).

This interaction was examined further using Tukey HSD post hoc tests. These tests showed that there
was a significant difference between students with an ASD Tutor and those with a Dyslexia Tutor (p

=

.032). There was also a significant difference in the performance of the students with an ASO Tutor
and the performance of those with a Study Skills Tutor (p

=

.007). Such results can be explained by

the fact that regardless of level of support usage, the ASD group obtained higher final marks than the
students entitled to Dyslexia or Study Skills Tutor Support.

Although there was no significant

difference between those with ASD Tutors and those with Mental Health Tutors, it was approaching
significance (p

=

.057). An explanation for the aforementioned non-significant result may be that

students using a medium amount of Academic Mental Health Tutoring outperform those using a
medium amount of ASD Tutoring. This result may be due to the fact that those with mental health
problems are addressing their issues with a medium amount of support whereas those with ASD tend
23

to use their support in a more regular and structured manner. These results are further illustrated in
Figure 3 below.
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Percentage_Use
Figure 3: A plot displaying the outcomes of type

of support usage on final degree classification

Figure 3 above provides an interesting window on the data. The students who were using an ASD
Tutor scored the lowest when they used a medium amount of support. Whilst this may seem
surprising, there are several possible explanations for this, Of a total of 57 cases of ASD tutoring
examined, only 10 used no support, perhaps because these students already had well developed
coping strategies and did not need the support. From Figure 3, it can be seen that the 26 students
who made high use of ASD support did better than the othertwo groups of students with ASD, perhaps
because these individuals fully engaged with the service. The 21 students who made medium use of
ASD support may have felt inclined to use the support because of their poorly developed social,
communication and study skills whereas those who did not use the support may already have
developed these skills. Those medium level users may not therefore have engaged with the service in
the same regular, structured way as those who made high usage of the support. The high usage group
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would mainly have attended on a weekly basis and may therefore have better developed their
academic skills as a result of this methodical and systematic approach.
Although it is not significant, students with ASD support tended to outperform students using
all other types of support. The most discrepant difference was between students receiving ASD Tutor
support and students receiving Study Skills Tutor support. An interesting finding was that the more
support that was used by the Study Skills group, the lower their final mark. Those using no Study Skills
support tended to achieve 2.ls whereas tho5e using a high proportion of support achieved 2.2s. This
maybe because the students receiving Study Skills Tutor support are a much more diverse group, with
disabilities ranging from physical/sensory impairments to mental ill health and dyspraxia. It would
therefore be very difficult to adopt a “one-style-fits all” approach to tutoring and this lack of focus
may present Tutors with more of a challenge. Furthermore, this group included a large proportion of
individuals with dyslexia, it is likely that these students impacted negatively on the outcome as they
were not using support specifically tailored to their impairment. Students often opt for Study Skills
support as this reduces the stigma of having a “dyslexia” label but they should be made aware of how
the benefits of disability-specific support outweigh this.
Figure 3 represents a very interesting picture of students accessing AMH Tutors. Although the
results were not significant they suggest that students who use no AMH Tutor support perform less
well academically in comparison to those who used a medium amount of support. An explanation
for this might be that those who used no support were not confronting their issues whereas students
who used a medium amount of support were using it to allow them to better focus on their studies.
The most interesting finding was that the students who use the highest amount of AMH Tutor support
tended to have the lowest marks of all students receiving Tutor support. This is likely to reflect the
fact that students using the most support are those with the most severe mental health problems. So,
despite using a high level of support because of their issues, the severe nature of their mental ill health
means that the students’ disability will still have a negative impact on their academic performance.
With regard to Dyslexia Tutoring, once again there was no statistically significant difference
observed between level of support usage and final degree mark.

However, despite the lack of

statistical significance, one would still argue that the steady increase in marks from low usage, to
medium usage, then to high usage is very important. Individuals who made low use of the support
tended to get final scores of below 60, which means they most likely achieved 2.2 degrees. In contrast,
students using a medium level of support tended to attain scores of above 60, resulting in 2.1 degree
classifications, whilst those who used a high percentage of support tended to get slightly higher 2.ls
than moderate level users.
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Chi Square Analyses
Gender and Age
It was predicted that gender would impact upon level of support usage. From Table 3, it is immediately
apparent that overall, more females were recommended for NMH support than males. This can be
explained by the fact that more females were registered as having disabilities.
Table 3: The impact of Gender on Support Usage

iel of Usage

Male

Female

Total

None

61

130

191

Medium

149

313

462

High

148

270

418

358

713

1071

Total

i

A chi square analysis was conducted to determine if there was an association between gender and
level of support usage but no significant association was found.
In a similar way, it was predicted that there would be a difference in level of support usage and the
age of students. Table 3 demonstrates that although many more students are aged 18-24 years than
25+, neither student group was likely to fall into the low usage category.
Table 4: The impact of Age on Support Usage

LeMel of Usage

18-24

25+

Total

None

148

43

191

Medium

352

110

462

High

311

107

418

Total

811

260

1071

The chi square analysis confirmed that there was no significant association between age and level of
support usage.
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Type of Support
It was decided that because Dyslexia Tutoring was the most common type of support administered in
the sample group (61% of case5), a chi square analysis should be conducted to determine if there was
an association between the “Type of Support” and “Level of Support Usage”. Dichotomous nominal
variable number one was “Type of Support 1”

—

dyslexia support v other support. Variable number

two was “Level of Support Usage” and had three level5
A significant association was apparent:

/ (2, n=1071)

=

—

None, Medium and High.

18.99; p<.OO1

In order to explain this significant association, it is necessary to take a closer look at the observed and
expected values. The association might be because a higher number of students than expected were
using no Dyslexia Tutor support i.e. 128 students in comparison to an expected value of 116.5. Again,
a higher number of students than expected were using a medium level of Dyslexia Tutor support (304
versus 281.7). Conversely, a lower number of students than expected were using a high level of
dyslexia support (221 versus 254.9).
However, when the figures for the 5tudents receiving other types of support were examined, a
different pattern became apparent. Lower than expected numbers were using no support, higher
than expected numbers were using medium and high levels of support. The question here is why were
students with dyslexia not using the support to the level expected? Perhaps the reason for this was
that students with dyslexia are a diverse group. Those with mild dyslexia may not feel the need for
Tutor support and perhaps just register with Disability Services to access reasonable adjustments such
as extra time in examinations or flexibility with deadlines. The other group contained students with
mental health problems and ASD, students who were more likely to need high levels of support so this
may account for the discrepancy in the findings.
As students within the ASD group may have been impacting on the association between the
Dyslexia group and the other group, it was decided to carry out a chi square analysis of the ASD group
versus all other students in the sample. However, there was no significant association between “Level
of Support Usage” and “Type of Support 2”. On the other hand, when a chi square analysis was
conducted for the mental health group versus the other group, it was revealed that there was a
significant association between “Level of Support Usage” and “Type of Support 3”.
2

(2, n=1071)

=

22.71; p<.OO1
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The number of students entitled to AMH Tutors who used no support was lower than expected (20
versus 32.5). Students with mental health issues who used a medium level of Tutor support was also
lower than expected (63 versus 78.6) and yet, the number who used a high level of support was higher
than anticipated (100 versus 71.9). In contrast, students entitled to other types of support
demonstrated the opposite pattern

—

a higher number than expected used no support, a higher

number than expected used a medium level of support and a lower number than expected used a high
level of support. This 5hows that AMH Tutoring was having a very beneficial effect and this is backed
up by the qualitative findings in the following section.
In conclusion, the findings suggest that the need for support is related to the nature of the disability.
Although a lot of individuals in the other groups are likely to reject support for various reasons (such
as having well developed coping strategies and possible stigmatisation), by declaring a mental health
difficulty, those with this disability have definitely accepted that they need some form of help.
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Qualitative Analysis
The process of thematic analysis, as outlined by Braun and Clarke (2006), takes place in stages. The
analysis commenced by using a deductive approach but moved to a mixed deductive-inductive
approach. The original deductive themes, outlined in Figure 4, are followed by the key themes that
were then formulated and these are presented in Figure 5. Thereafter, how each participant group
maps onto each key theme is presented in diagrammatic format (Figures 6-9). Initially the diagrams
are very detailed but as the analysis progressed, new figures focussed on the areas of crucial
importance to the key themes (Figures 11-14). Figure 15 illustrates the contingency of the deductive
themes on the key themes.

Deductive Themes
Retention
Engagement
Up!ession
Att&nment
flAspiration

1

Empowerment
Employability

Figure 4: Deductive themes
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Procedures & Systems

All eight deductive themes were supported by the students’ discourses in the focus groups. The deductive
themes that were most prevalent within the key themes were transition, attainment and progression.
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Figure 6: Student support for key themes
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Procedures & Systems

The most prevalent deductive themes within the SP discourses were engagement, progression and
empowerment. There was a particular emphasis on empowerment, with SPs highlighting that NMH
support plays a considerable role in empowering students with disabilities.
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The deductive themes that were particularly prevalent in the
DAs’ discourse5 were progression, employability and
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Qualitative Interpretation

Deductive themes
Initially, the aim of the qualitative research was to use thematic analysis to locate eight deductive
themes within the focus groups, as illustrated in Figure 4. After analysis, it became apparent that
although these deductive themes were important, there were five inductive themes that acted as
better descriptors of the data set (see Figure 5). The key themes were not intended to replace the
deductive themes. Rather, they are contingent upon the deductive themes, as outlined in Figure 15.
For this reason, the deductive themes will only be outlined briefly to avoid repetition in the main
section of the report.
The deductive theme of “transition” was most prevalent in the student focus groups but also
appeared within all other focus group categories. From the students’ viewpoint, the smoothness of
transition was impacted upon by the timing of support implementation, which in turn was influenced
by the timing of the diagnosis. Students noted that when they met with Disability Services and were
assessed prior to commencing University, NMH support was in place for their arrival at Queen’s and
as a result, transitions were smooth. The Disability Services Staff focus group converged with students
on this point. However, those students who did not receive a diagnosis until after the start of their
course often had a long wait before a support package was implemented. Figure 15 demonstrates
that transition was one of the contingent factors within Person Support and Student Acceptance so
the aforementioned issues will be discussed in greater detail within the key themes. In addition, from
the SP discourses, it became apparent that there was a convergence between the theme of transition
and the theme of employability. This is because transition does not simply refer to the move from
school to university but also incorporates the transfer from university to the world of work. This is an
area that SPs felt could be developed in the future and this will be further discussed within the key
theme of Procedures and Systems.
This leads on to the deductive theme of “employability” which was touched upon by all focus
group categories. There was an overall feeling from students that the skills developed during support
sessions would be beneficial firstly, in the attempt to secure employment and secondly, within the
work environment. This will be highlighted within the graduate survey results. SPs echoed the
students’ ideas about the beneficial nature of the development of transferrable skills for
employability. In addition, SPs recommended that a “weaning-off” programme, whereby support is
reduced as the student progresses through the years, would better prepare students for employment.
This will be further discussed within the key theme of Procedures and Systems. Closely related to
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employability, Disability Services Staff suggested that a possibility was the expansion of the ASD Tutor
role to help support individuals with this social disability to acquire the skills necessary for effective
interview performance. This will be further examined within Person Support.
In line with the theme of employability, it is evident that transferrable skills impact upon the
theme of “aspiration”. Such skills can inspire students to think beyond university and do things that
they would not have contemplated previously. For example, one student decided to progress to a
PhD, something that she would not have considered before working with her support Tutor. The
significance of this will be addressed in the theme of Person Support. Furthermore, the theme of
“empowerment” converges with aspiration in terms of transferrable skills, by incorporating the
development of higher levels of confidence and self-esteem. Such skill development demonstrates
the positive effects of ASD and Mental Health Tutoring. However, when analysing the data it became
apparent that there was also a negative side to the theme of empowerment. Disability Services staff
discussed the issue of students having an overdependence on support, which could actually have a
disempowering effect. Further to this, SPs’ calls for more communication with intermediaries on the
behalf of students, as discussed in the key theme of communication, may also be disempowering. This
may be explained in terms of Vygotsky’s Zone of Proximal Development whereby learning is facilitated
by the correct amount of support whereas excessive support is not beneficial to the student in any
way (Vygotsky, 1978).
When students are empowered by their NMH support, a demonstrable progression is apparent.
One student described not being able to progress to the next year of his course because of twice tailing
a particular module. However, when he was provided with a Mathematics and Statistics Tutor, he
passed the module and moved to the next year. In fact, one SP argued that the progression of the
student is the most important factor when providing Tutor support and this highlights how the current
flexible Learning Plan approach is beneficial. These points illustrate that the deductive theme of
progression is an important factor within the key theme of Person Support. It was noted that on
occasions, the lack of availability of suitably qualified SPs hindered students’ progression, something
that was supported by DAs in relation to subject-5pecific Note Takers. The DA focus groups also
highlighted that often, students’ progress is impeded by failure to take up NMH support because of
the stigma that students perceive is attached to such support. This links to the key theme of Student
Acceptance and will be further discussed in that section.
The theme of “retention” precedes progression in the student life cycle. Several students
highlighted that without NMH support, they would have dropped out of University. This was further
supported by the Disability Services Staff focus group who recounted instances of students informing
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them that without their SPs, they would not have stayed at University. This illustrates that retention
is a contingent component of the key theme of Person Support which will be discussed in the following
section. However, NMH support only has an impact on retention rates when students actually engage
with support. The theme of “engagement” was very evident in the SP focus groups. They noted that
how well a student responded to support was often linked to his/her level of engagement. Students
who had a high level of engagement with their NMH Support tended to communicate well with their
SPs, whereas a low level of engagement was linked to poor communication. This was echoed by the
Disability Services Staff focus group. Hence, it is apparent that engagement was one of the contingent
factors within the key theme of communication.
As the main aim of NMH support is to ‘level the playing field’ for students with disabilities,
“attainment” is a theme that cannot be ignored. From the student discourses, it was clear that
attainment can be influenced both positively and negatively by NMH support. Students discussed the
idea that NMH support helped them to produce work that met university level standards. SPs also
explained how they raise attainment levels by filling in any skills gaps and levelling the playing field.
However, students have noted that sometimes NMH support can impact negatively on attainment,
for example, if matched with an unsuitable SP or communication with the SP is poor. In addition,
delays in putting support in place also impacts upon attainment. This demonstrates the influence that
the deductive theme of attainment has on the key themes of Person Support, Communication and
Procedures and Systems.
This section highlights the importance of the deductive themes and also demonstrates how they
are integral to the five key themes (refer to Figure 15). As a result, the next section will outline the
five key themes and the support for their construction will be demonstrated through quotations
derived from the focus groups.
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Key themes
The key themes outlined in Figure 5 will be discussed below, alongside supporting evidence. The
implications that these findings have for the future of NMH provision will also be considered. The
theme that appears to be of critical importance

—

Person Support

—

will be addressed first.

Person Support
The level of importance attached to the inductive theme of Person Support is not surprising since NMH
support, as outlined in the introduction, refers to the person support that many students are entitled
to through their DSA. Figure 10 highlights that all four groups of participants referred to the person
support offered. Views on person support ranged from positive to negative. Quotations will be
outlined below from each of the groups and these will be discussed.
Student
Rapport
The importance of person support was widely echoed throughout the student focus groups. The
general consensus was that SPs helped to ‘level the playing field’ by facilitating the acquisition of
generic skills that helped individuals to complete their academic work to the level required for a
university student. In many cases, it was noted that such skill acquisition was contingent upon
developing a good rapport with the SP. Rapport development was most important with certain
disabilities such as ASD and mental health conditions where it was key to whether students had a
positive or negative experience of their person support. When a rapport was developed between SPs
and students with ASD or mental health conditions, there were self-reports of increased confidence
and a resulting enablement to successfully complete presentations and group work tasks. Issues
around rapport are exemplified by the following quotations:

‘Being able to talk to someone on a regular basis is especially helpful as someone with
autism and being able to regularly meet with a sympathetic Provider is invaluable in
building social confidence and skills.’ (Student FG1)
‘I found the Mental Health Tutor really invaluable because it has been such a great
support because you have someone who helps you meet your deadline and keep
everything up to date and just reassuring you of wee things and keeping on top of
things... Then as I said the life coaching skills as well and different wee exercises
going through breathing, dealing with anxiety, dealing with stress and the difference
that that has made to my confidence as well. I feel the Mental Health Tutoring has
...
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been amazing. Icon ‘t sing praises enough about my Tutor. She has been very, very
supportive.’ (Student FG2)

Consistency and Stability
Beyond rapport, other factors that impinged upon students’ experiences of person support were
consistency and stability. Positive experiences of person support were recounted when students
worked with a SP in structured sessions delivered in a consistent and stable manner. When this was
not the case, students were unhappy with the support they received. In such instances, it was
apparent that some SPs were unaware of the boundaries of support and, on occasions, students
lacked understanding of the boundaries that the SP should not breach. A key finding was addressed
by one student who had both positive and negative experiences of person support. This student noted
that when there is a ‘synergy’, the support goes well. Such a synergy incorporates a consistent, stable
and sensitive approach where a rapport has been developed and where both parties are aware of and
accept the boundaries. These factors are illustrated by the following quotations:

My Study Skills Tutor has been excellent. I was talking to her recently about how
much I have improved from first year because it has just given me those
organisational tools and things like that, which Ihave really needed in order to get on
with things. I can organise my time and get assessments in and make sure I have
requested extra time and things like that, so I think she is really good.’ (Student
FG2)
‘Well my Asperger’s Tutor, in first year, I had two different ones and I was quite
upset about that when I heard the woman I had in first year wasn’t continuing on
because that was such a big change there and I had really hoped for the consistency
through my time at University.’ (Student FG3)

‘I think that is more of a problem with the person, to be quite honest, rather than
the support being provided I think the main thing’s synergy whenever you hove it
all coming together and working and it is making up the gap (Student F&3)
...

Summation
Although, the students’ experiences have raised some issues that need to be addressed within the
remit of person support, the general consensus is that person support can mean the difference
between achieving a degree or dropping out. As such, it is an essential service in terms of the
deductive theme of “retention”. Students noted that they were very grateful for the technological
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support that had been awarded through DSA but it was widely accepted that computer programmes
were not a replacement for the ‘understanding and empathetic’ approach of a human being.
Improvements could be made via the development of the aforementioned ‘synergy’ approach. The
following quotations sum up the findings of this section:

7 would say transferring to group skills has been really helpful with my Tutor as well
because with Architecture, we have a lot ofgroup work and a lot of assignments to
keep on top off at once and just getting some advice on how to do that has been
quite useful One thing I would say/s that I found that I can just go and chat about
anything as well which is good... I don’t know if that is just my rapport with my Tutor,
but it has ended up dominating our sessions instead of actually staying on top of the
task.’ (Student FG2)
...

‘The person, you can talk to them about how you are feeling and... they are able to
understand and comprehend With my software the programme is beneficial but if
someone was there it would be so much easier for me to discuss it with them...
(because the programme) doesn’t say why it doesn’t make sense so I think it is so
much more beneficial with aperson.’ (Student FG1)
...

...

Support Provider
Rapport
As expected, the theme of person support was highlighted by those who provide the support. Within
the remit of this theme, the SPs converged on some of the topics covered by the students, rapport
development being one of these. SPs agreed that the development of a rapport was in some cases an
effortful process, very much dependent on disability and personality type. However, when it was
successful, seeing the positive changes that such a rapport can bring to the student made it
worthwhile. Sensitivity was viewed as an important factor in the successful development of an
effective working relationship. When a rapport was developed, students were more open to the
learning process involved in the Tutor sessions. This in turn led to positive changes in the students’
academic work and, dependent on their on their disability, occasionally they also developed socially.
These changes in the student encouraged proactivity, meaning that previously timid students were
more likely to question support when they felt it was inadequate and as such, they were able to
acquire a support package more suited to their individual needs. Some SPs described supporting the
students along this journey as very rewarding, witnessing them acquire the necessary transferrable
skills and developing their full potential. This is illustrated by the following quotations:
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‘With the f/na/year. you know, ifyou think back to them when they were in their first
year and then you see the student that is in front of you, I mean, you have been
involved Ui their learning all along.., they have more of an idea now how to structure
something and.., they have a new confidence or something about them. I have two
students this year and when I look back, I think they are wonderful because you can
see the fantastic improvement in them.’ (5P FG4)
‘To be more assertive and say this is what Ihave and this is what Ineed Idon’t know
if you can provide them will all the skills they will need but just providing them with
the willingness to ask’ (SP FG3)
‘It is about building that rapport at the start of the year and drawing lines of
what/where the student’s and Support Provider’s expectations are and define that
c/early and set up regular meeting times and things like that I think are very
important.’ (SP FG3)

Boundaries
The above depicts a very positive picture for the theme of person support. However, converging with
the student discourses, SPs have raised the issue of “boundaries”.
A5 with the 5tudent groups, there was no consensus between the SPs regarding the understanding of
boundaries. Some SPs were very well informed of the boundaries but these individuals tended to
suggest that some students lacked an understanding of boundaries and would often request them to
go beyond their roles, for example, asking a Note Taker to Proof Read. This raises the idea of
unfeasible expectations, something that is seen throughout the SP discourses. Certain students have
unfeasible expectations of the SP yet on the other hand,

SPs

admitted they went beyond the

boundaries for their students. There were a variety of explanations given for such behaviour including
feeling sorry for the student, feeling that the student was not capable and it was the SP’s duty to act
on their behalf, feeling pressured by the student or simply lacking awareness that their behaviour was
beyond the boundaries. The quotations below provide support for the aforementioned factors:

‘In terms of the Note Taker, I know it is just a matter of me going in and taking a
good set of notes that is handed over to the student and there is not necessarily
much interaction with the student at all. In all the years Shave been doing it some
of the students will communicate with me but many of them don’t in actual fact. As
long as they get a set of notes handed over to them at the end of the lecture or the
following day that is my job done in that particular role, so there is very little
interaction with the student as such. In the actual Tutoring, again my role is very
clearly defined as Maths support although the issue there probably is their
expectation of the support and the type of support. Whether they want me to teach
them the module for instance, that,..is not my role.’ (SP FG3)
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‘I had one student and if they thdn ‘t turn up for the lecture I couldn’t take their
notes but they would say to me “bo on, you can turn up and take the notes and do it
anyway” and obviously because I am not allowed to, I couldn’t, but I think students
should be reminded of the integrity that they ore students.’ (SP FG2)
‘I have built up friendsh4os with some of the students and I find that it i hard for
me not to... Ihave read stuff andlcould tell them what to do, little pointers, but I
haven’t and I feel sort of hand-cuffed I would like that to be changed but I see
where the problem arises.’ (SP FG4)

Summation
Overall, the SPs were very positive about person support. However, as with the student groups some
issues were raised.

The intensity of the feeling from SPs that they are subject to unfeasible

expectations needs to be addressed.

Part of the way to address this is to develop a greater

understanding of the SP role both for students and SPs as illustrated by the following quotation:

‘I made a lot of mistakes at the start, I really did and I had to draw back I was
trying to be too friendly with the students because I am bock at university doing a
PhD and now I realise completely why you have to have those formal boundaries and
they are absolutely necessary I did make mistakes ài the past but if those things
had been told to me in or if someone hod of shored their experiences of note-taking
because I really didn’t know what I was letting myself in for. I enjoy ‘1 but it was
just at the start it was verystressfuL’ (5P FG1)

Disability Advisers
The DAs, as outlined previously, are the contact for Disability Services within the Schools. These
individuals receive the support memos about each student with a disability in their School and they
are required to pass on that information to the individuals within the school who have an academic
relationship with the student.

Support Provider Contact
DAs provide an interesting influence on the theme of person support because they actually have
minimal contact with the SPs. As DAs are in most cases academics, the main contact they have would
be with Note Takers and this contact is not meant to extend beyond the Note Taker introducing
him/herself to the lecturer at the start of the class. DAs discussed that some Note Takers do go beyond
this remit and this is when the issue of boundaries under the theme of Person Support is raised once
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again. Some DAs were unhappy when Note Takers exceeded these boundaries but otherwise, they
had no issue with the presence of the Support Provider in their lectures. One DA noted that some
colleagues viewed the presence of Note Takers in lectures with suspicion. There were several DAs
who actually welcomed contact with SPs beyond the boundaries and suggested that more contact
would be beneficial. The quotation5 below demonstrate the opinions of the DAs:

‘There is one Note Taker that Tam aware of and we have quite a good communication,
so he will e-mail for notes and stuff and if there are issues he will come and say, you
know, “Are you aware of this through Disability Services, this particular student?’
and he has been great from that point of view’ (bAt FG1)
‘What some people don’t like is, they expect the Note Taker to approach them at the
start of the class and say, my name is....whatever, Tam a Note Thker, you know, and
that is fine. Sometimes it is a bit odd when you go into class and someone is there all
of a sudden at the start of the year for example andl took a colleague into class to
introduce her last year and she said to me, who’s that? It was a gentleman with a
laptop and you know, Isaid ‘Oh he must be a Note Thker’ but you know as she said
he could hove been anybody, from the press, or anything else!’ (bAt FG2)

Importance of Person Support
One DA also noted the importance of person support over technological forms of support. The DA
was specifically talking about a science/maths based subject where recording the lecture via
Dictaphone would not be suffice to convey the true meaning of the lecture. The DA argued that if an
individual needs lecture support, it is imperative that they have a Note Taker rather than some other
form of support.

This highlights the DA’s acceptance of the importance of person support.

Furthermore, several DAs noted the importance of subject-specific Note Takers for disciplines where
a specific background knowledge is required to take meaningful and accurate notes. A Note Taker
who does not have an appropriate subject background may actually hinder the students’ academic
progress rather than levelling the playing field. The following quotation highlights this issue:

‘Even at the level of Note Takers in Alaths and Physics, you need a Note Taker who is
actually reasonably fluent in 6reek letters at least!’ (bAt FG1)

Summation
The above section highlights that DAs view person support as highly important and the constructive
criticisms offered will help improve NMH support. They also raised the boundary issue which all the
previous groups have covered so this is something that needs to be addressed.
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Disability Services

Staff

Importance of NMH
Disability Services staff greatly contributed to the theme of person support by suggesting that NMH
support is a great source of empowerment for students with disabilities. Like the other groups, DS
staff have encountered instances where both students and SPs have breached the boundaries of the
professional student/SP relationship. The DS staff also overlaped with the views of the students
when it came to consistency with NMH support. There was a consensus that person support needs to
be consistent to have a beneficial effect and this is why they postulated developing a “support
package” that support Tutors must follow. The following quotations affirm their views:

Thave had students who said to me but for their Support Providers they would hove
left their course.’ (DS Staff)
‘It comes down to boundaries and ensuring that a/I stakeholders in the provision of
support know where their role begins and ends, and when they should refer students
on and signpost I think that there is a risk there, dependency relationshifts can
develop and because they want to help, you know, they assume a responsibility which
doesn’t rightfully belong with them, it belongs with the student.’ (bS Staff)
...

‘I mean if a student does not find the support helpful, maybe go for one or two
sessions to find it helpful, maybe we need to do more about as to why they don’t find
it helpful Is it a skills issue with the Support Provider, or a dicrepancy between
Support Providers and what they are actually doing? Is there apackage that we could
develop, you know, (that) they implement with the student, so that we know there is
more consistency, obviously you want room for the individual needs, but that acts as
aguide or a tool’ (b5 Staff)

Possible Solutions
One suggestion was that Careers and Disability Services could explore collaborative working options
in order to support the transition of students with disabilities from University into the workplace.
Another suggestion was the possible extension of the ASD Tutor role. Although the person support
offered by ASD Tutors at present is excellent because of the nature of ASD, it would be highly beneficial
if a student was able to work with them on interview preparation topics such as social etiquette in
interviews and dressing appropriately. This idea is supported by the following suggestion:

‘The Asperger’s mentoring role could be, you know, at its widest kind of conception
could indude presentation and interview skills because that ispart of the course. The
placement is part of that course, you know, and I hove certainly seen that before
where the Support Provider has the time and capacity to provide that student with
additional assistance for placement, for example, because students with Asperger ‘5
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quite often would not be successful th obtaining a placement and maybe a School
Placement Co-ordinator does not have the time to give the student one-to-one help.
The support services don’t have the time, but the Support Provider does.’ Its Staff)
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Student Acceptance
The next theme that will be discussed is “Student Acceptance”. The impact of NMH support seems to
be very dependent on whether the student has an acceptance of both their diagnosis and the support
they need.
Student
The general consensus amongst students was that those who have accepted their disability as part of
their identity were more likely to accept support. They were also more likely to have a positive
experience of the support provided. The main factors that impacted on acceptance level were
maturity, diagnosis timing and support history. These factors acted as a precursor to students’
judgements on NMH Support and will be discussed below.

Maturity
The focus groups led to the suggestion that students’ level of acceptance is closely linked to maturity.
More mature students had a tendency to feel less stigmatised by their diagnoses and as a result, they
were more likely to accept the NMH support offered. Less mature students tended to lack acceptance
of their disabilities and were therefore less likely to accept NMH support. Such students tended to
perceive NMH support as stigmatising. As a result, it is postulated that there is a process of acceptance
and that each student is at a different stage on this process. It is important that the NMH support
takes account of this process and that students are encouraged to accept their disabilities and
ultimately, the support they will require to succeed academically. This in turn should reduce the
perceived level of stigma attached to NMH Support.

The following quotations exemplify the

aforementioned points:

‘I don’t think I see it as a stigma... but I sometimes feel like it is a stigma because. .1
think some people are like, well you are capable of doing x, y andz so how could you
possibly have a disability because it doesn’t fit within the framework’ (Student FG2)
7 think for me it was good to hove a Note Taker sit away from you so you can engage
with your class mates and you don’t have someone sitting there awkwardly beside you
whenever you are just trying to chat or whatever during the breaks and getting to
know people. I think that is probably a big helpful thing. Discretion is helpful.. not
having to answer so many questions about why there is somebody sitting beside you
there... By the time Igot into third year it wasn’t really an issue or anything, which
wasgrand, but at the beginning, when you are coming here andyou don’t know anybody,
I think that it can be a help but I think there’s many more benefits than that.’
(Student FG3)
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Diagnosis Timing and Support History
The timing of diagnosis was a very important factor in relation to a student’s acceptance of their
disability and their subsequent acceptance of support. Students who were diagnosed at a young age
have had ample time to internalise their diagnosis and thereby tended to be more accepting. Students
who have developed a condition or only had a diagnosis from adolescence onwards tended to lack
acceptance of their disability as the new label impinged negatively on the identity that they had
already formed. Such students were much more likely to request discretion from their Note Takers
and were unlikely to want to meet with their SPs where they would be highly visible, like after lectures
for example.
Similarly, students who have a history of support provision seem to have that requirement
internalised as part of their identity. They therefore demonstrate a greater acceptance of NMH
support at university because receiving support throughout their education has been the norm. For
students who have previously kept their disabilities hidden and have not been openly supported,
support acceptance is less likely. Such individuals tend to see support as stigmatising and do not want
their peers to regard them as different in any way.

The following quotations demonstrate the

importance of the above factors:

‘Iknowlwas diagnosed/n my early years at primaryschoo/so Ihave hada long history
of support provision to a point where it is a/most tailored to my specific needs.., to the
point of (where) dropping out... would no longer be of consequence of having a
disability’ (Student FG1)
7 was assessed at school and then assessed when I applied for uni so I did know it
existed because I had been told through UCAS to apply to the disability support...
They then passed me onto Queen’s who then got in touch with me. So my transition
from school to university worked quite well in terms of knowing it existed but I can
see how..if .1 hadn’t been assessed at school, Iwouldn’t have known to come and find
outaboutitatuni’ (Student FG2)

Summation
The factors outlined above show the importance of “Student Acceptance” on NMH support
experience. Accepting students are more likely to engage with the support and as a result, have a
positive experience of NMH support.

Furthermore, students who have an acceptance of their

disability/diagnosis are likely to proactively source information about the support available, claim
ownership of their support package and ultimately, have a better outcome from their NMH support.
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Support Provider
Factors in Acceptance
The theme of student acceptance was highlighted by SP5 and on many related issues, there was
convergence between the SP and the student focus groups. SPs highlighted that timing of diagnosis
and history of support provision were important factors in student acceptance. SPs noted that
acceptance can also be linked to disability type because students with certain disabilities may be less
likely to develop acceptance. For example, some students with ASD will not accept that they have a
disability and thereby disengage with support. In such cases, it can be very difficult to develop the
rapport that many SI’s feel is essential for students to benefit from NMH support. The following
quotations illustrate the aforementioned factors:
Yes I would think some of them are quite overwhelmed and they are quite young
and then they have this Support Provider and maybe they don’t meet you and stuff
but I can kind of understand that too.’ (SP FG2)

Tfindif they have had support at school, you know, the way some students may have
hada classroom assistant, extra time, special unit or whatever, and so they are used
to that kind of environment and are...glad it i continuing and it is not such a big jump.’

(SP FG3)

Thave one student who has Asperger’s and he doesn’t exhibit most of the symptoms
that students with Asperger’s have and it has been really easy getting along with him
and it has been a really good relationsh,o. I was ass ‘gned another student and as soon
as I saw this other student I knew he had Asperger’s and was exhibiting Asperger
like behaviour but he informed me that he didn’t need me. So I feel the one student
who needed me dismissed me and the one who perhaps doesn’t really need me, I have
been getting on really well with and? have a got a good relationsh4o with him and?
am being supportive with him.’ (SP FG1)

Support Provider’s Role in Acceptance
SPs have noted that student acceptance is on a continuum. Those students who have a high level of
acceptance tend, as expected, to be proactive in engaging with their SP. Such students take ownership
of their support which means they are in control of their support package and will be comfortable
with suggesting support changes to ensure that they get the optimal outcomes from their support.
However, for students on the other end of the continuum who lack acceptance, ownership of the
support package appears not to exist. Such students may have a particular difficulty in contacting
their DO to discuss their support and to request changes to their support requirements. SP5 who have
an understanding of the process of acceptance can actively encourage acceptance in their students by
using discreet and sensitive methods. As such, it is essential that the SI’ adapts their approach in
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accordance with the students’ stage on the process of acceptance. Strategies such as allowing the
student to feel in control by asking them to elaborate on their condition! support needs (see below)
can help develop rapport, support ownership and ultimately, acceptance. The following quotations
exemplify these findings:

‘To be more assertive and say this is what Ihave and this is what I need I don’t know
if you con provide them with all the skills they will need but just providing them with
the willingness to ask’ (SP F63)
‘So what I do now ,s’ I write, and in my first email to the student I say ‘V is totally
up to you but if you feel I should know anything about your condition that m,ght help
me in providing the service, do let me know, by either email or at our first meeting
I sort of word it that woy in the first email and then it is to tally up to them because
that is the whole purpose and they are in control’ (SP FG1)
‘

Summation
The above SPs have highlighted the factors that impact on student acceptance. The emphasis has
largely been on the process of acceptance. One important factor in the process is the attitudes of
those who surround the students. For example, students may be less accepting of their support
because of the attitudes of their parents. This attitudinal issue is not within the remit of the SPs’
provision and the following quotation demonstrates this point:

‘I think a lot depends on the experience in school I know if my students have had a
verygood, positive experience in school, they are very open about their dyslexia...and
it is all chatted about and you can see they are more comfortable.’ (SP FG4)

Disability Advisers
In the DA focus groups, it was noted that student acceptance is influenced by a reluctance to disclose
a disability. Students seem to have a false perception that accepting their diagnosis and the NMH
support offered will have a negative impact on them academically and socially. In order to promote
student acceptance, there needs to be an increased awareness that disability disclosure is confidential
and will not have a negative impact on academic studies, careers etc. These points are illustrated by
the following pertinent quotations:
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‘for certain neurological conditions I know students who have been embarrassed and they were
refusing to be carried (mid in) some other cases, they were not taking the he/p they were e/igible
to receive because of their condition.’ (b A FG1)
7 think it should become c/ear to all students that all information that ic there with the Disability
Officers is confidential This i what I have found with some students who are very hesitant to
disclose what issues they have because they were not sure how it was going to impact upon other
things, like career or even how they are going to graduate, so I think that should be clear that
everything is confidential’ (DA FG1)

Disability Services Staff
The focus group with Disability Services staff implied that students with higher levels of acceptance
are more likely to be proactive and as a result are more likely to take ownership of their support as
illustrated by the following pertinent quotations:

7 would always say to my students whenever I meet them, your Needs Assessor will
be doing the assessment. Whenever we find support for you, if you are not happy
with the Tutor, don’t be too polite to say to ma Let me know and I will discreetly get
you a different Tutor, and sometimes they wilt it doesn’t happen that often, but
some tithes they will actually come and say “Actually, they are a nice person but they
are not really covering what I want them to cover” and we just get them somebody
else. Sometimes, they would say ‘Actually, the Tutor said to me, you know they didn’t
seem to know what to cover with me”andif the student doesn’t know and the Tutor
doesn’t know, then it is not really helpful for the student.’ (1S Staff FG)
‘Sometimes the students accept the support that is recommended and it is
recommended for goad enough reasons, but sometimes the students find that they
don’t need it and then they just drop off and don’t use it. Other students find it
stigmatising, so, you know, there are a range of issues there in re/at/on to why
students don’t use the support’ (bS Staff FG)
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Communication
The next theme that will be discussed is “Communication” as outlined in Figure 12. Communication
was raised by all participant groups and was a major factor in how successful NMH support was
perceived to be in terms of attainment, engagement and empowerment.

Student
Communication was prevalent across the student focus groups. Good communication was one of the
key factors in the success of support ‘levelling the playing field’. The theme of communication is
presented at two levels within the student discourses

-

communication with intermediaries and

student communication skills.
Communication with Intermediaries
For their support to be successfully implemented, students felt that they were compelled to
communicate with many intermediaries. These communicants include SPs, Disability Service staff,
Register staff and, on some occasions, DAs and staff within the academic Schools. When students
were able to communicate well with the required intermediaries, lower levels of stress meant that
such students were more likely to have a positive support experience.

In instances when

communication with intermediaries was difficult or strained, students sometimes suggested that their
support needs were not being catered for. It was felt that there was no consensus in the approaches
of different intermediaries. One 5tudent also highlighted that communication was very difficult when
support had to be implemented in an in5titution affiliated with 1UB. Some students felt that fewer
intermediaries would reduce 5tress and help them to have a more positive experience of NMH
support. The following quotations exemplify these issues:

‘When I initially met with my Tutor... obviously they knew I was registered with
bisabi/ity Services and needed a Mental Health Tutor but I didn’t even open up and I
didn’t even ta/k about my disability or how it was affecting my day to day unti/ after
a couple of sessions but as Isay it was great because you just did things at your own
pace which was nice and then you got to identify the goals that you needed to work
on, academically and outside which increased your confidence as well’ (Student FG2)
The lecturer wouldn’t give me slides in advance and Queen’s were like “We can’t do
anything You know I need a Note Taker. “Well we don’t have anyone there, we don?
pay mileage (Student P05)
‘

“

‘I think they tend within the Disability Services to kind of focus more of the things
they can give you rather than the people you work with, and that is where the focus
needs to go on, with the budget and stuff like that, more people and better
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communication, whether that has to be meetings, andjust abolish these e-mails which
are c/early not being read, because, I mean as person with a disability at Queen ‘s I
mean Ihave to deal with a /ot ofpeople Even if you couldjust reduce down andjust
have a couple of key workers, then it would save the hassle of communication. The
communication would be stronger and a lot more frequent, rather than having so much
bureaucracy filtering down and chasing left and right because that is stressful’
(Student FG5)
...

Student Communication Skills
The per5onal communication of students is also an important factor. When students have good
communication skills, they are empowered to develop a management role with regard to their
support. Effective communication allows students to develop a support package that is most suited
to their individual needs. Students who adopt a management role tend to become more engaged in
their support and thereby gain a lot more from the support. When talking within a focus group, one
student suggested that if they had more communication with other students with disabilities, this
would be highly beneficial in designing the optimum support package as is indicated by the following
quotation:

‘Yes, speak to more guys like yourselves and just be like This is the problem I am
having” and learn from each other’s experiences because I have very little contact
with other people.’ (Student FG3)

However, communication by students must also address the negative side of communication, i.e.
communication beyond the support boundaries. The student discourses revealed that students are
not always aware of the remit which communication should not go beyond.
illustrated below

These points are

-

‘rhat is one of the problems I have, just taking a wee step back whenever you are
getting your Scribes and stuff1 really feel like the middle man trying to connect
them to the lecturers and stuff and it is like ‘Could they not just go to the lecturer
andget the notes off the lecturer and save me all this hassle trying to email through
a triangle trying to get them the stuff7’1 (Student FG3)
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Support Provider
The theme of communication that emerged in the SP focus groups will be discussed under
subheadings that demonstrate how communication influences the NMH support from the SP’s point
of view.
Primary Communication
SPs’ primary communicants are the Register staff and students. On the whole, with regard to the
Register staff, SPs were very happy with the prompt responses received to any queries. However,
they did note that they would like more communication with the DOs.

Every time I have had a probfern and you ask by email, they do come back and
sometimes it’s fri minutes. I don’t think I have ever had a probfern that wasn’t
resolved’ (SP FG2)

Communication is a key factor in a student’s NMH experience.

SPs remarked that when

communication with students is good, a rapport is developed and this allows for a more positive
support experience. However, sometimes communication with students can be difficult and this in
turn makes the support experience more difficult. As mentioned previously, occasionally the student’s
disability influences communication. A student with ASD or an anxiety disorder for example, may find
it very difficult to communicate with a new person. SPs have suggested that the main mode of
communication should be tailored towards the students’ disability. For example, someone with
anxiety may be more comfortable communicating via email whereas someone with dyslexia may find
a telephone call less stressful than having to read an email.

‘I think if you do have a good relationsh,c with your student, if you do develop a
rapport with them, you can say to them “Tam sending you these notes, let me know if
they are ok, if the font is ok”, and you are hoping that most of them are going to say
to you, “No these notes don’t suit me” or 1 don’t like the layout” or whatever so you
are student-led in that kind of way but it depends if you have that relationshift with
your studentfsuppose as well’ (SF’ FG1)
‘My student has Asperger’s andpart of the disability, until you establish set routines
things will be amiss. And I find it frustrating when I hear the Board say after two
meeting we will (suspend support because the absences are a result of) the
condition.’ (SP F&4)
...

‘That is why we would need to know if someone is autistic or dyslexic because the
autistic people might prefer email’ (SP FGI)
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In some cases, communication difficulties can be linked to student financial difficulties, so SPs
have suggested various methods of free communication that are available. However, it is inevitable
that some students will persistently lack acceptance so realistically, it is impossible to completely
eliminate issues stemming from communication difficulties. This means that unfortunately there will
be students who will avoid contact with their Note Taker and as a result, it can be very difficult to get
Work Records signed, leading to delays in payment or SP non-payment. Such poor student
communication leads to SPs being subject to unfeasible expectations.

‘Students never have money on their phone so I use WhatsApp or use Vther to make
o free ohone ca/i So I try to say to the student Ti’you have no money on your ohone,
what hove you on your ohone so we can keep in contact and it is not going to cost you
any money.”7 (SP FG4)
TI you are sending emails ‘Can you let me know are you going to be at your lecture
or your tutorial’ you don’t hear bock from them. You go over to the tutorial and you
go in because the student might be ten minutes late and you go in and that student
may not turn up and? have stayed for lectures and you don’t get paid for that. So
you are going along because you haven’t been told that they aren’t going to attend’
(SP FG1)
...

‘

Secondary Communication
SPs also shared their opinions on the communication of the other parties involved in the support
process. Corresponding with student feedback, SPs suggested that students have to deal with too
many intermediaries to access their support package. Students are being contacted by their Do,
Register Staff, clerical staff and their SPs. This can lead to confusion and stress for some students.
Moreover, SPs feel that students are given too much information at their initial assessment and that
this communication “overload” leads to a lot of confusion regarding their NMH support. Some SPs
argued that the solution to such issues might be to give SPs more communication responsibilities
including liaising on their student’s behalf with DOs and staff within academic Schools. However,
contact at this level would go beyond the current support boundaries and may suppress rather than
develop independent learning. The only occasion when such communication was not considered
beyond the remit was when a student was at imminent risk. These points are exemplified by the
following quotations:

‘There is a lot of information being thrown at them. There is a Study Skills Coach,
byslexia Coach, Proof Reader, also mentors and all sorts being thrown at them so it
is hard maybe for them to say yes.’ (SP FG4)
7 do feel for a Support Provider. There could be improvements hi terms of linkage
between a lecturer and a student anda Disability Officer because I don’t ever speak
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to Disability Officers so there is no communication to explain where the problem
areas are for the student.’ (SP FG4)
Especially when there is a crisis. Like, I have been at a stage where a mental health
student has called me wanting to end their fife. What do you do then? Obviously
direct them to the rele vant people but you need to make Disability Services aware of
that.’ (SP FG3)

Disability Advisers
The theme of communication was also apparent in the DA focus groups. As mentioned previously,
DAs do not have a lot of communication with SPs. One DA argued that liaising with Note Takers was
beneficial, especially where a student is absent because of their disability. However, it was noted that
such communication is not always possible due to the busy schedules of academic staff. Besides, the
majority of communication with DAs should be by the student and not the SP. DAs suggested that
some students may lack awareness of the types of support available and that DAs could play a role in
referring the student back to Disability Services for further support. Some DAs felt that regular
communication with students with disabilities, even via email, was important and would help keep
the Schools informed about how particular students are progressing with their support so that
potential issues could be dealt with at the earliest possible stage. The following quotations outline
the above ideas:

They are meant to take notes for people who are not attending for example, and that
can provide another link. They may be aware of stuff that is going on and then you
have con fidentiality to come in there as well, but at least they can give you a ‘heads
up But that is really a contact with the lecturers, rather than the Disability Adviser,
because your Disability Adviser is not in every lecture, so then that relies on if there
is good communication. Normally the Note Thker will see the lecturer not the
Disability Adviser, so that then relies on the lecturer ha ving good communication with
the Disability Adviser.’ (DA FG1)
‘The problem I have had is when those reasonable adjustments haven’t actually been
everything that that student has required and then it is a case of the student coming
to either the Disability 5ervices or myself, or another Disability Adviser and saying
‘Tt is not quite working out for me, okay?’ and., they can be quite hesitant to come
and say Thgh t I have adthtionalproblems’ or they come along and it is too late.’ (b A
FG1)
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Disability Services Staff
Disability Services staff have noted the importance of communication between the Register and SPs.
They also highlighted the importance of student proactivity in the communication process. Students
are expected to maintain the line of communication with SPs and should also keep Disability Services
informed about any changes or new support requirements. Within the theme of communication, the
overarching issue that arose from DS staff was boundaries. Some parties including students and SPs,
were communicating or would like to communicate beyond the normal support boundaries. For
instance, some SPs believed that it would be beneficial for the students for SPs to have contact with
DOs and DAs. The following quotations highlight these points and suggest that there are only very
limited occasions when communication beyond the normal remits is acceptable.

‘The general feeling that Iget from a lot of academics is that they are under pressure
and I think Support Providers wandering into that territory at the end of the day
when they are not meant to provide academic-re/a ted support, it is generic support
they are providing and mentoring, that is their role and? think we have had instances
of Note Takers asking lecturers for notes, and it does tend not to go down that we/i
The relationship is between the student and acodemics. I don’t think that the
Support Providers shou/d be having a relationship with academics unless the student
is at risk and they have got a common theme of keeping an eye on the student in an
extreme case, but normally I would have thought I would not be in favour of that.’
(5 Staff)
‘If a student’s support ‘sn ‘t right, maybe they do need a Note Taker, and maybe they
do need a laptop, but the student needs to be advised by the Support Provider to go
back to their bisability Officer and engage in a conversation with them about that,
so for me, it is about drawing out the boundary’ CbS Staff)
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Procedures and Systems
The next theme that was apparent from the focus groups was “Procedures and Systems”. This theme
was addressed by all of the focus groups as illustrated by Figure 13.
Student
Overview
Within the remit of this theme, a resounding positive was that students never had an issue getting
additional support hours.

Always having access to a support Tutor greatly reduced stress and

demonstrates that the current procedures and systems are working well.

Indeed, one student

acknowledged that the current systems and procedures are a good “baseline” but in some respects,
there is room for improvement.
It was noted that the time delay for getting support put in place was, on occasions, very lengthy,
largely due to the time taken by the funding bodies to process DSA applications. Moreover, when
support was put in place, some students were unhappy with their SP for various reasons ranging from
SPs going off topic to SPs lacking subject-specific knowledge. To produce adequate notes, Note Takers
in some subjects need to have a subject-specific knowledge so that they understand the topic and
take informed notes.

Vet, this is not always the case. The following quotations illustrate the

aforementioned points:

‘Whenever Ithdneed more hours that wasn’t an issue.., the bisability Officer was able
to contact the board andget me more hours and so it was fine.’ (Student FG1)
‘I didn’t get my support until the second semester either and it was difficult. I was
very tired.’ (Student FG3)
‘I then had three different Nate Takers and was trying to run around and understand
what was falling apart because none of them had the background to be able to
adequately take the notes.’ (Student FG3)

Improvements
Some students suggested that potential SPs need to be subjected to a more thorough
recruitment and vetting process. After recruitment, SPs should be made clear on what their
role entails and their responsibilities. It was further postulated that an ongoing review system
could be put in place to allow students to give feedback on theirsps so that any issues that arise
could be dealt with as early as possible. In addition, a review system would allow a student to
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discreetly alert the Register to aSP who is not working at the required standard. Such discretion
is really important as many students are nervous about reporting their SP as they do not want
to offend them.

‘Whenever Istarted getting support through Disability Services there was no review
of the Providers, the actual Tutors, and even when I was in second or third year and
I think that at the end of the term or the end of the year it was too late, the end of
the academic year is too late, because with the actual Disability (Support) or the
Dyslexia Tutor they were really useless and factually reported that, but you can’t
report that until the end of the academic year, unless you are proactive, and you
shouldn’t have to be proactive, there should be some sort of evidence after two
months or three months you will know whether the support is suitable’ (Student FG4)
You get half an hour extra for typing them up and he put in that he was doing the
half hour to type up and he wasn’t typing up my notes. I said to the services and they
said to him you can’t really do this, but it sometimes didn’t help and what can you do?’
(Student FG3)
This leads on to another issue, the contact between students and Note Takers. Many students who
have Note Takers would prefer that their peers were unaware of this arrangement but having to meet
the SP to sign their Work Record at the end of the class impacts on student anonymity. The overall
consensus was that students would prefer a move towards an electronic Work Record signing-off
process:

‘There is a sheet to be signed at the end of each week and the first few Note Takers
that I thd have were very discreet and emailed to say did your friends or peers know
you have a Note Taker but then Ihave others who literally wait for you at the end of
class and follow you and sit beside you and that is not good because my friends didn’t
know I had a Note Taker and it is really embarrassing. So there should be clear
guidelines that they should really find out first ifyou want it broadcast that you have
the support and maybe those sheets could be emailed or something rather than having
to wait at the end of classes to sign records.’ (Student FG2)

Support Provider
Nature of Disability
The theme of Procedures and Systems was prevalent throughout the SP discourses. The issue that
SPs felt most strongly about was the fact that they are not informed about the nature of their students’
disabilities. SPs receive a match-up letter with the student’s name, course and contact details but this
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memo does not give any disability-related information. Only in in5tance5 where SPs are performing a
specific role such as ASD Tutor or Dyslexia Tutor are they aware of the nature of the student’s
disability. Even then, SPs are unaware of any other comorbid disabilities which may impact on the
support they are to provide. Additionally, it was mentioned that some Note Takers have completed a
note taking course provided by the Register. Although this course provides advice on how to tailor
notes to the student’s disability it is impossible to do so if one is unaware of the students’ disability,
and the student has not shared this information. Also, in order to write up the notes, Note Takers
normally require more than the allocated half an hour of paid write up time. This in turn raises the
issue of pay, which has not been increased since before the start of the Register in 2008. These points
are exemplified below:
‘At VU you are told the nature of the disability of the student that you have to

support and here you are not. I understand there isa confidentially aspect of that
but it actually helps if you have to meet that student for the first time, which can be
quite difficult. Ihave had lots ofproblems. In one instance Iremember the student
had verypoor eyesight so that waspart of the reason he couldn’t see me and? couldn’t
recognise him. I would tell him what I was wearing and where I would be but it still
didn’t work I think that was due to the fact that his eyesight was so poor. If? had
known that? would have made it easier for him.’ (5P FG2)
‘If you are assignedas an Asperger ‘s Tutor but the student also has dyslexia or AOl/b

which is very common, you would never know that. You just assume he has just got
Asperger’s but if you are aware that they have also other issues you will be able to
take it into account with the support that you are giving. It would never occur to the
student to tell you that they also have AOHO or dyslexia.’ (SP FG3)
‘I know it all doesn’t come down to money but at the end of the day, if you are
attending the lecture or tutorial and it does take you an hour or hour and a half to
type it up economically it is not very viable. It is not a great rate of pay because it
is going to work out at about £6 an hour or something like that.’ (SP FG1)

System Criticisms
SPs have noted that the current system is complex.

Students have to deal with too many

intermediaries to get their support implemented and as highlighted previously, this may be
particularly difficult for students with ASD or mental health conditions. Students are overloaded with
information at their initial assessment and sometimes see their SP as a figure of authority. Students’
confusion with the current system, or simply their desire to remain anonymous, means that they can
be reluctant to meet regularly with their SPs to sign Work Records. This leads to the delay of payments
or sometimes non-payment for SPs and therefore, one suggestion was the implementation of online
Work Record approval and sign-off system. This is exemplified by the following quotations:
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‘I don’t know what the students are told by their Disability Ofuicer. I don’t know
what information they are given about our roles but the majority of the students that
I have spoken to they don’t really seem to know what it is. You know, they are kind
of saying “Is this guy a lecturer or is this guy a teacher, i this guy a Note Taker?”
and even when you explain what your role is they are still very confused I have found
that they don’t actually know what it is you are.’ (SP FG1)
‘Wellldon’t know about the rest ofyou but there have been occasions where Ihaven’t
been paid because Ididn’t get the signatures and that was it’ (SP FG1)
Tam involved with another institution as well and all their Work Records are online
signing. You know, you can email it to the student and the student signs it off and
they email it back and it is all electronic and I think that would be a good idea for
Queen’s.’ (SP FG3)

lmrovements
One SI’ commented that some students become over-dependent on support. Several suggestions
were postulated to overcome this dependence, one of which was the implementation of a weaningoff system, whereby support is gradually decreased over the years to help students become more
independent for their next move into employment. Another SP suggested the implementation of a
feedback system, whereby SPs were given positive feedback and constructive criticisms to support
their professional development.

7 think there is on issue here for weaning-off you know, we give them a lot ofsupport
but when they leave here, they are on their own again whenever they enter the
workforce. I think it is something that should be built into your final year of working
with someone and that is how to make the transition.’ (SP FG3)
‘There is a Co-ordinator and if at any time there is a problem, the Co-ordinator will
get in touch with you. That same Co-orthnator will have the feedback of the positive
feedback and when you have ninety five percent positive feedback from the students,
what I want to know is, why am I not getting one percent positive feedback from
Disability 5ervices?’ (SP FG 3)

Disability Advisers
The DAs stated that many students lack an understanding of the procedures and systems and have
recommended that perhaps these need to be presented with more clarity. DAs were in favour of the
NMH support weaning-off system suggestion. One DA postulated that it would be beneficial to their
role if they were given details of whether students were making use of their NMH 5upport
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entitlements. Therefore one suggestion was the implementation of a system whereby students were
only granted extra time for assignments when there was evidence to demonstrate that they had been
using their support Tutor. The following quotations support the aforementioned points:

‘When a student really does need spec/f/c advice on a spec/f/c issue, they actually
don’t know where to begin. So it i a bit paradox/cal that while aiming to provide the
fullest possible advice, that system seems to have evolved to the point where there
are too many “channels” as it were. And another way in which the same complexity
comes across is bisabiity Services, of course, who are doing a fantastic job but are
very heavily over-worked They do their best to help every student individually but
they are heavily over-worked, so the existing mechanisms providing this sort of
support probably need to be simplified.’ (DA FG1)
How are we going to provide them with transferrable skills.., if they are
dependent...unless we are scale reducing the support as we pragress it depends on
their health and situation, it depends on the progress...’ (DA F92)
...

That’s something... the institution I was working with before, for instance, if an essay
had received support from Disability Services you would have a sticker on it, so you
would know whether they had availed of the support or not, whereas here you can’t
know You know they are entitled to it but you don’t know if they have availed’ (bA
FG2)

Disability Services Staff
Procedural Issues
Disability Services staff had mixed opinions regarding disclosure of students’ disabilities to SPs and the
increase of support hours. With regard to disability disclosure, some individuals thought it would be
beneficial to the SPs if they knew the disabilities of the students they are assigned. Conversely, other
staff members believed that it was the student’s choice to reveal as much or as little information as
they wanted the SP to know. In term5 of support hours, some staff believed that students should be
given as many additional hours as they request. The feeling was that the student needs more support
as they are finding it helpful and that this proactivity should be encouraged. On the other hand, others
believed that too much NMH support can make the student become over-dependent. The following
extracts are illustrative of these points:

‘I think if it is something like visual or hearing impairment, or you know, or even
physical disability where access is an issue and they have to meet somewhere which
is accessible, maybe that sort of aspect of it, but I think in the majority of cases, I
would say that they don’t need much detail It should be down to the student to say
to the Support Provider ‘This is my disability and this is how it affects me” because
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the problem is the risk is if we put in too much information and the student comes
back and says 7 didn’t want the Support Provider to know all that’ because it gives
h/rn the chance to start with somebody with a clean slate. They don’t know their
background, so it is up to them as to how much they say really.’ (bS Staff)
T would be fti support of telling the Support Provider the nature of the disability, but
no more information, just the title..’ (bS 5taff)
7 say, no problem, extra hours are not a problem because I think if they are using
the support and they need some extra time with them and it helps them, it shouldn’t
be an issue’ (DS Staff)

Improvements
Disability Services Staff were in favour of the review system suggestion where students would be
asked to review their support after so many weeks to see how it was working. This is one way that
would allow any issues with SPs to be sorted out at the earliest possible stage so that students would
not be disadvantaged. It should be noted that at present, the Register does open a survey at the end
of Semester ito follow upon NMH support to uncover any possible issues but this may not be early
enough. Although additional SP training would greatly benefit students, Disability Services staff
recognised that for such changes to be implemented, more resources would be needed. The idea of
a weaning-off system was considered but it was pointed out that that such a system would need to
be approached with caution as illustrated by the following pertinent quotations;

‘Following students up after 10 weeks or 12 weeks isprobablyagoodidea. The support
Tutors are supposed to use the first session to prepare a work plan, you know, so that
should be available. The difficulty with monitoring all of that is that it is very time
consuming and staff have to do it and.. we don’t have enough staff to do those things.
They are very good ideas but they are dependent on available resources at the end
of the day.’ (bS Staff)
‘I think it depends on the nature of the support. Yes, certain aspects could be weaned
off.. If it is based around their assignment and academic course work, I think it ,c
very, very difficult to reduce that in the third year, you know particularly around the
dissertation period.’ CbS Staff)
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Mainstreaming Support
The final theme that will be discussed is the idea of mainstreaming NMH support and thi5 is depicted
in Figure 14.

Mainstreaming Support refers to the process of making NMH support completely

integrated into the normality of University life. The role the University could play in mainstreaming
support would have a significant impact on improving societal attitudes towards disability. However,
improving attitudes must start within the University itself and such ideas will be outlined below.

Student
Students noted having very positive experiences of NMH support when the people involved in the
process have had an understanding of the disability and their individual circumstances:

‘It was actually my Personal Tutor who put me in contact and I really have to say I
haven’t looked back especially with having some time out and coming back I had a lot
of anxieties, you know, joining the year group, and I have to say, having that extra
support, I have seen mygradesgo from, before I left, going from a pass to getting
2:1 and that is really down to the extra support.’ (Student FG2)
It is concerning that one student highlighted that some individuals involved in disability research at
clUB were not aware of the support offered by the Register. This suggests that NMH support should
have a higher profile within the University so that both staff and students are aware of the potential
support available. The students who attended the focus groups suggested that more education was
needed for the University population

—

students and staff

-

on the reasons why students with

disabilities receive support and the importance of that support. This should lead to NMH support
being regarded as a normal part of the university experience for students with disabilities and any
associated stigma should disappear. For such a mainstreaming process to work, the current complex
and confusing structures and support systems need to be simplified:

‘There i a PhD student in our school and she is nearly finished and she works really
closely with the disability sector in Northern Ireland..She said “I didn’t think of
Disability Services or to mention that to the students. What sort of help can they
get?” And this is somebody who is really involved in the whole disability sector, so it
needs to have a much hi:gher profile I think’ (Student FG1)
‘I didn’t find out Ihad dyslexia until half way through my degree and by the time the
support was in place, it was quite late on. Ijust feel that there should be more when
you register to become a student at Queen’s. It should be clearer to what’s there
and what’s available and how to go about accessing stuff rather than students finding
out well not at the very end, but mid-way through, could greatly change people’s
grades if they had that from the very beginning.’ (Ski FG2)
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One student suggested that having someone with a comprehensive knowledge of NMH located within
each school would greatly benefit the integration of support into the mainstream Queen’s. Such
developments would demonstrate the importance that the University places on inclusive education
which will ultimately be beneficial to society as a whole. However, with regard to resources this is
unlikely to be possible so it was instead suggested DA roles should be offered to individuals who have
a particular interest in disability and DAs should have to complete intensive training. The following
quotation illustrates the student viewpoint:

‘bisability Services could p/ace somebody with/n each of the schools, so instead of
you having to go to a lecturer and get an appointment with/n their times, actually
there i somebody with/n each School One person Ui each School is not a huge
amount, where they are aware of what your nghts are, they can lobby or advocate
for your spec/f/c problems, they have an understanding of different conditions, you
don’t need to explain your condition each time you go.’ (Stu FG4)

SuDgort Provider
SPs themselves are at the cutting edge of mainstreaming NMH support. They suggested that by
explaining the legislation behind NMH support this would affirm support entitlements. Promoting
acceptance in students with disabilities is the first step in trying to mainstream the position of NMH
support within the University:

7 really try to explain the leg/slat/on. I say to students it is (because of) leg/slat/on
that you have this support. We don’t feel sorry for you. We don’t feel/ike you can’t
manage without us. AndI think when you try to explain to them that it i a right... I
say to them “If you had a child and they were dyslexic, would you want them to get
help?” and they always go, “Of course I would’ Then I would say, “What i’ wrong
with you? Why are you not allowed to have the same support.”’ (5P FG4)

SPs have described feeling valued by the Register as they are provided with excellent training
opportunities. However, some SPs noted that they did not feel that all members of the University
staff held them with such high esteem. For example, they found some Queen’s staff members to be
uncooperative and dismissive, illustrating possible cultural issues. Due to space restrictions, only
Tutors, Campus Assistants and Library Assistants are allowed into the McClay Library. However, other
simple changes such as Wi-Fi, Queen’s Online access and QUB email addresses would help SPs to feel
more valued and respected within the University. This would also be beneficial for the students as
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SPs would be able to receive their emails ‘on the go’, meaning a larger pool of Note Takers offering to
cover last minute note taking sessions. Also, the opportunity to interact with other SPs through
message board type facilities on QOL would allow for discussion and the exchange of advice and
examples of good practice. These points are indicated by the following quotations:

‘There is good support from the things that they had at the start, like the training
sessions for Note Takers and they were optional and I found them really helpful You
know things like that they have organised to he/p you break into the role, which was
very considerate.’ (SP FG2)
‘Even if you had Wi-fl access and that is really basic. I don’t have a Smart Phone but
Ihave a Kindle and? thought, well? willjustget Wi-A access through that otherwise
you miss out on opportunities for last minute work and of course I can’t get in (to my
email account) because Idon’t have Wi-fl access.’ (SP FG2)
Tsuppose it actually highlights the issue that the problem has to be addressed that
at the end of the day we are seen as a ‘bolt-on” and the only way to fix the problem
for the students is for it to be üi the mainstream before it goes into the university
or whatever way they are going to work it out.’ (SP FG3)

Disability Advisers
DAs have noted the increasing number of students entitled to NMH support. They highlighted the
issue that some students feel uncomfortable registering with Disability Services. If NMH support was
mainstreamed, students would not perceive any stigma registering with Disability Services and as a
result, there would be fewer students contacting their Disability Adviser at crisis point. This would
make the student journey smoother for all concerned. In addition, if disability support was more
mainstream, it was suggested that information regarding student’s disabilities, their NMH support and
exam requirements for example, could be made readily available to those concerned via QSIS, to DAs
or the Exams Office, School staff etc.

‘We have followed a module in our School with (those) who had a disability support
agreement, so we hada ÔOZ increase in one year.’ (DA FG2)
‘I wonder if a little bit more support from Disability Services in checking on students
might actually help, and lam not sure that they recognise that they can be helped
Some of them just skim through that information and theyjust don’t think that they
shouldgo and see somebody, so lam not sure that the profile is obvious, or that the
services that are available are entirely communicated to the students.’ (DA FG1)
‘A tpresent, from QSIS, every lecturer has an electronic list of the students who are
given lectures. All that needs to be done is that in that electronic lifl, have a flag by
the name of every student who is registered with Disability Services, so that when
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the lecturer clicks on the flog he gets a non-downloadable electron/c image of the
(student’s support) memo.’ (DA F&1)

Disability Services Staff
Disability Services staff have supported the idea that NMH support needs to be mainstreamed. It was
noted that there is only limited awareness throughout the University of the NMH support that
disabled students can avail of. This was in line with the discourses of the other groups which also
suggested that there should be a higher profile within the University. Although a move towards fully
integrating disability support within QUB would require increased resources, it would ensure that the
University is aiming towards becoming truly inclusive to all.

7 think that a lot of students that come in and register with us find out that the
non-medical help is available, and at that stage they are only made aware of it’ (bS
Staff)
...

‘Well, it opens up the whole question of how integrated Disability Services is in the
scheme of things, bath in terms of student support and University support because
we have widened our particioation with Disability Services and then we have Careers,
you know, so ideally it should be a seamless service where students are being
engaged.. If you take the example of an Asperger’s student, there is probably work
to be done there in terms of support pro vision and then when they get here, providing
support through Support Providers, etc. and part of that could be the “finishing off”
bit, where they are being prepared for the world of work, so there is an idea around
that.’ (bsStaff)
‘The thing is about inclusion, I think you have to put disability on every agenda in the
University...’ (b5 Staff)
This concludes the thematic analysis. It has demonstrated how the five key themes were clearly
supported by the focus group discourses. The graduate survey will now be discussed in terms of how
it supports the key themes.
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Graduate Survey

As the statistical analyses and the focus groups did not extensively touch on the impact that NMH had
on the “employability” variable, a graduate survey was conducted. The survey was divided into three
sections: General Information, Your Time at University and Employment. When the results of the
survey were examined, it became evident that it provided much support for both the deductive
themes and the key themes.

Convergence with Person Support
Important affirmations for the theme of Person Support were given by 83% of respondents who felt
that NMH support made their University experience more positive. 85% of participants indicated that
they would have struggled with their respective courses in the absence of support. However, only half
of respondents felt that NMH Support helped them to develop a sense of belonging within QUB,
perhaps because SPs are not perceived to be a real part of the University. Similarly, only 50% of
students felt that support helped them develop socially, because perhaps, the main focus of NMH
support is academic. The following quotations illustrate the positive and negative feedback given on
the theme of Person Support

-

‘It would have impacted on my mental health. Having the support meant that I
managed to cope better with the demands of academic life.’
Having a Campus Assistant meant I couldgo to places like the Library more
regularly in addition to that day’s classes, so I felt more part of the Queen c
community because of this.’

‘They were very pushy and not particularly helpful I felt more anxious after seeing
them and when I said I didn ‘t want to see them again they wouldn ‘t leave me alone
and? felt hounded’

Convergence with Procedures and Systems
Procedures and Systems was the most prevalent theme within the questionnaire. Suggestions made
by the graduates echoed the recommendations given by individuals within the focus groups. The
possibility of the development of a support package was reinforced by graduates who highlighted a
lack of consensus between the support given by different SPs. Further to this, the idea of online Work
Record sign-off was also raised. These points are illustrated by the proceeding quotations:
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‘There could be a session that explained to everyone what you were to expect from
each NAIH When I was at QUB the NMH themselves did this on the first meeting,
but from ta/king to other students it became clear that what your NMH said they
were to do was different from what others said, even though they were to begetting
the same support’
‘It would be better if NMH could have their Work ecords signed through an online
process, to afraid friends andpeers knowing that they are there for you.’
Other recommendations that arose inadvertently from the survey were firstly, the possibility of a
review system and secondly, the idea of an enhanced recruitment and vetting process. The following
quotations are pertinent for these issues

-

‘Note Takers should be monitored as they do not a/ways give proper notes to their
students. There are a number who are really excellent Nate Thkers but there are a
number who came to only give about three to five sentences in their notes (for an
entire hour theysat down in class) which is ofno value to (the) student. (The) student
should be asked how (the) Note Thkers are performing after three meetings and not
after the entire semester.’
‘A better screening and checking up on corers. My first supporter was useless and
completely uninterested and simplygave me printed hand-outs I could have got online
from Queen ‘s. whereas my new supporter tailored the help to my needs asking what
I needed help with instead ofjust assuming what I needed’

Finally, underneath this theme, it was particularly interesting that when graduates provided
explanations for support non-use, there was evidence that the suggestion of a weaning-off system
could be useful:

‘I used the support for two semesters over two years. In my final semester I was
offered them but did not take them up as mo longer felt the need for them.’
‘Shad already learnt a lot of the strategies from my undergraduate support andgiven
how busy Iwas Ididn ‘t find it useful to access the support’

Convergence with Mainstreaming Support
The theme of Mainstreaming Support was highlighted by graduates who suggested that NMH
Support did not help them to develop a sense of belonging. Rather, it made them feel like an
exception to the norm as opposed to a part of the wider student community. In addition, some
graduates suggested that academic staff should be more informed about support needs. These
issues are outlined below:
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‘Made me feel iso/a ted and un/qua’
T was very happy with the support that was offered to me during my time at QU8
but felt there could be a better fink between the lecturers. Some seem to be more
understanding than others.’

Convergence with the Deductive Themes
As some of the survey questions closely mapped onto the deductive themes, these themes will be
discussed in their own right. The deductive theme of “attainment” was highlighted by 69% of
respondents who felt that they achieved a better final degree mark as a result of the support.
Conversely, some individuals felt that their attainment was impacted upon by poor quality SPs.
Additionally, the responses to the survey greatly demonstrated the deductive themes of “progression
and retention”. In fact, 40% of graduates felt that having access to NMH support improved their
retention prospects. However, just over 30% felt that either NMH support was “Not Applicable” or
were unsure whether or not NMH Support helped them stay on at QUB. The aforementioned points
are outlined in the quotes- below:

6iven that lam now following on to do a PhD, when I was scraping by in the first two
years of my undergrad (before I looked for help from DSA) I would strongly agree
that it has led to more staying power in the work environment.’
‘The support provided definitely encouraged me to stick with university even through
the tough times and Tam so grateful? did’
‘The support I received was minimal. Often I could not understand the Readers and
they themselves struggled to read my exam papers as they either had English as a
second language or they didn ‘t have any knowledge of science (I studied Chemistry).
I also had Readers who arrived late to my exams, went to the toilet hi the middle of
my exams and read books during my exams.’

As expected, the dominant deductive theme apparent within the survey was “employability”.
Although, 65% of graduates did not feel that NMH support had assisted them in acquiring
employment, other graduates felt that the support helped them to develop transferable skills
beneficial to workplace performance. These points are exemplified by the following quotations:

More emphasis on interviewing and employment.’
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7 developed organisational skills and time management during my support. This has
been useful in all aspects of employment.’
We didn t specifically cover this area but I think üi dealing with anotherprofessional
person and talking things through with them itgives me confidence that Icon express
myself clearly and competently with other professionals e.g. in on interview.’

This concludes the results section of the report. The discussion will now bring together the
results from the quantitative and qualitative feedback to allow recommendations to be
suggested for the future development of NMH support and Queen’s Register of Support
Providers.
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Discussion
As outlined in the Introduction, the purpose of this study was to assess the service supplied by the
Queen’s Register of the Support Providers over a six year duration from 2008 when the service first
came into being. The research question addressed the impact of NMH support on inclusive learning
and the student experience in terms of transition, retention, engagement, progression, attainment,
aspiration, empowerment and employability.

The following two hypotheses were put forward in

order to investigate the research question:
1.

NMH support utilisation will lead to better student experiences and academic outcomes which
will be evaluated by impact on the eight key factors

2.

NMH Support utilisation will be influenced by factors such as disability type, age and gender
of student.

These hypotheses were tested directly by the quantitative analyses and indirectly explored via the
focus group analyses. As the findings have already been discussed within the Results section, they will
only be briefly outlined here, together with further explanation for the outcomes. To support the
recommendations for the future development of the service, references will be made to relevant
literature.

In addition, as no research is conducted within a vacuum, every study will have its

limitations so these will also be addressed within this section.

Summary of Findings
Hypothesis one was supported by the qualitative analysis which allowed the construction of five key
themes which were contingent upon the initial eight key factors. Under the theme of Person Support,
it was noted that when support worked well, a consistent and sensitive approach was in operation
where a rapport had been developed and both parties were aware of the support boundaries. These
factors were of utmost importance for students with ASD who preferred to work with a familiar person
and required a structured approach. Person Support was also very important for students in receipt
of Note Taker support which was optimal when they were afforded subject-specific note takers.
The theme of Student Acceptance was addressed by the process of acceptance. The less
advanced a student was on the process of acceptance, the less likely he or she was to take ownership
of their support needs or to utilise the recommended NMH support. This is supported by Richardson
(2009) who noted that students with disabilities do not want to be seen as any different to other
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5tudents. Less accepting students were also likely to believe that disability disclosure would have a
negative impact on his/her studies or career.
Within the theme of Communication, students suggested that they would benefit from
communicating with other students who have disabilities. However, the most prevalent factor within
this theme was that there are many intermediaries contributing to the miscommunication of
information. Fuller et al. (2008) highlighted the importance that communication between
intermediaries holds and they suggested that better communication would lead to more effective
support for students with disabilities. The current study revealed that the means of communication
used by SPs was not always appropriate and that student non-communication could lead to SPs not
getting Work Records signed. Poor communication may therefore be inked to complex procedures
and systems which other authors have noted prevail in disability support (Hopkins, 2011). SPs also
felt that the procedures and systems do not shelter them from being subject to unfeasible
expectations. All participant groups were in agreement that a more integrative learning environment
needs to be created and suggestions to achieve this were online Work Record sign-off, a more
thorough recruitment and vetting process, a review system for SPs, a weaning-off system and the use
of NMH utilisation data to judge requests for extensions at the School level. The latter example
demonstrates how NMH support needs to be more mainstreamed. Mainstreaming support would
empower students because the study demonstrated that when students were educated about their
support requirements, they had good outcomes. However, there is still a way to go in terms of
mainstreaming NMH support and this is the case in many institutions (Hockings, 2010). Such
developments would require a ‘holistic approach’ (Madriaga, 2007) and normalising the idea of NMH
Support within the University and the potential of giving Wi-Fi and QOL access to Support Providers
would go a long way in mainstreaming support.
There was much overlap between the qualitative and quantitative results but both types of
data helped to provide some backing for Hypothesis Two. It was found that disability type related to
the level of support usage. Students with mental health difficulties were the group most likely to use
high levels of support. This suggests that by registering with Disability Services, students with mental
health conditions ignore the possible stigma attached to their disability as they are aware that they
need help to overcome their issues. This was backed up within the key theme of Student Acceptance
where it was noted that students were more likely to engage with their NMH support when they had
accepted their disability as part of their identity.
In contrast to other types of support, Dyslexia Tutor support usage was more likely to range
from no support to low/medium levels of support use as opposed to high levels. However, Figure 3
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highlighted that those who used a high level of Dyslexia Tutor support were more likely to achieve a
higher 2.1 degree classification than those who used a medium level of support, and those who used
no dyslexia support at all were likely to achieve a 2.2 classification. This is a very important finding as
high levels of competition in the current job market mean that graduates who achieve a 2.1 are likely
to gain better employment more quickly than those with a 2.2. It is necessary to uncover the reasons
why students with dyslexia do not use a high level of support and one possible explanation is that, like
many students with hidden disabilities, they do not see themselves as having a disability (Fuller,
Healey, Bradley & Hall, 2004).
Despite the support for hypothesis two in terms of disability type, the quantitative analysis
highlighted no support with regard to two further factors, age and gender. However, the key theme
of Student Acceptance revealed that maturity is an important factor in 5upport utilisation and this can
be linked indirectly to age. Students noted that they attached less 5tigma to their support as they
progressed through the years and this demonstrates the impact of maturity on a student’s stage on
the process of acceptance.
Earlier in the section, it was acknowledged that students with mental health difficulties are
significantly more likely than other students to use a high level of support. It is important to state that
despite this group utilising support, they actually tend to achieve much lower degree marks than those
who use a medium level of support or no support at all. It was anticipated that this is because students
using the highest levels of support experience their disability as having an intense impact upon their
daily functioning and as a result, their difficulties impact negatively on their academic outcomes. The
positive here is that, despite achieving the lowest academically of all students receiving tutoring
support, the support allowed them to remain at Queen’s to complete their degrees.

This is

noteworthy because often due to the fluctuating nature of mental health conditions, students with
this disability tend to drop out of their studies (Richardson, 2010).
In spite of the lack of statistical significance, it is important to note the interesting graphical
displays derived from ASD and Study Skills Tutoring support (Figure 3). The fact that students with
ASD Tutor support have the best outcomes when they received a high level of support but the poorest
outcomes with a medium level of support may relate to the fact that those with ASD need structure
to develop their skills as was noted by MacLeod and Green (2009). With only a medium level of
support, it was unlikely that the users in this group were using their support in a structured way, unlike
those high level users who tended to meet their Tutors on a weekly basis. Another reason why
students with ASD may not use support is that if they have a negative experience with a SP, they tend
not to ask for a new SP (Fleischer, 2012). The explanation given for this by one student was the feeling
that their DO would misunderstand his reasoning (Fleischer). A more serious finding was that of Knott
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and Taylor (2014) who stated that those with ASO did not value all of the support they received at
university. Some students with ASD felt that social mentoring led to them feeling less included
whereas the unofficial support services, like games societies, provided them with a better, more
inclusive style of support.
Those who received Study Skills Tutor support tended to achieve lower marks with higher
levels of support utilisation. The study revealed that those using a low level of support tended to
achieve 2.ls, whereas those using a high proportion of support were more likely to achieve 2.2s.
Perhaps thi5 is because students receiving Study Skill5 Tutor support are a much more diverse group,
with disabilities that range from visual impairments to dyspraxia. As such, Study Skills Tutors are
presented with a much greater challenge, they may not have the experience necessary to work with
students with mental health issues or dyslexia for example. In addition, many students within this
group have dyslexia and they may have opted for this form of support as they believed lower levels of
stigma are attached to Study Skills Tutoring in comparison to Dyslexia Tutoring. Study Skills Tutoring
is not tailored to the specific needs of students with dyslexia as Dyslexia Tutor support is. Hence,
students with dyslexia may be disadvantaged by deciding to take Study Skills support instead of
Dyslexia Tutor Support. Needs Assessors should therefore encourage students with dyslexia to opt
instead for Dyslexia Tutoring support as it provides students with more appropriate support tailored
specifically to their disability.

Recommendations
The aforementioned findings have provided the basis for the following recommendations that will
now be outlined under the subheadings of NMH Support Recommendations, Systematic and
Procedural Recommendations and Mainstreaming Recommendations.
NMH Support Recommendations
The first recommendations link to “employability”. One suggestion was that the Careers Service and
Disability Services could explore collaborative working options in order to support the transition of
students with disabilities from University into the workplace. Another suggestion was the possible
extension of the ASD Tutor role into the realm of “employability”. The ASD Tutor would be permitted
to work with their students on various issues relating to placement and graduate employment. The
main reason for this suggestion is because of the nature of their disability, students with ASD may
have difficulty working with an unfamiliar person. Students’ with ASD will have already formed a
rapport with their Tutors by the time they start thinking about placements/graduate employment,
SD

and as such, ASD Tutors are in a prime position to provide support in this area. Moreover, as experts
on the sensitivities of those with ASD, ASD Tutors, alongside the Careers Service, would be able to
tailor interview awareness specifically to the needs of those on the autistic spectrum.

Other

institutions, for example the University of Cambridge, already operate systems involving specialist
careers advice for students with ASD. This development is of particular importance because students
with ASD find it extremely difficult, and in some cases, impossible to secure work placements and
graduates with this disability are more likely to be unemployed than other graduates (Hastwell,
Harding, Martin & Baron-Cohen, 2014).
Secondly, research has suggested that individually tailored support packages could provide
the necessary structure and flexibility needed for those with ASD (MacLeod & Green, 2009). The
current study documented that consistency and stability are crucial for a successful outcome from
ASD Tutor support. Therefore it is recommended that the notion of tailored support packages is
extended to all types of Tutor support. This would mean that staff would be able to monitor more
easily and closely the progress of students, plus, having a more targeted approach should help to
improve the outcomes associated with Study Skills Tutor support. Additionally, Needs Assessors
should be advised that because students tend to perform better when provided with a more
specialised type of support, Study Skills tutoring should not be recommended if another option is
available such as AMH, Dyslexia or ASO Tutor Support.
Thirdly, it is recommended that, where possible, Note Takers with the appropriate specialised
disciplines including science, mathematics, technology and engineering, are assigned to STEM subject
students. Without the appropriate STEM subject background knowledge and expertise, Note Takers
were unable to take comprehensive and accurate notes. As a result, the playing field may not have
been levelled for some students because the notes were not sufficiently comprehensive for
examination and coursework preparation. In addition, the mathematical and formula-driven nature
of these disciplines means that a Note Taker is a more appropriate recommendation than a
Dictaphone. Again, this is something Needs Assessors should keep in mind as it was suggested that a
Dictaphone may actually hinder a student’s performance in such disciplines.

Systematic and Procedural Recommendations
In line with Fuller et al. (2008), a better system of communication should be established between
intermediaries. The following suggestions would help to improve communication channels.

Firstly,

Si’s should be made aware of their student’s disability. This means that they could take disability
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related issues into account when meeting their student for the first time and through constructive
questioning Note Takers, for example, would be better able to tailor their notes to the student’s needs.
Currently, the Queen’s Register requires Tutors to produce an Interim Report for each of their students
but the evaluation process could be advanced by the implementation of a review system. This would
involve contacting students halfway through the first semester to determine how they are progressing
with their NMH support. This would mean that students could report any issues discreetly for
resolution at the earliest possible stage, prior to examinations. This converges with the monthly
progress reports on SP performance that the University of York implements. Even adding an area to
the website or QOL where students could discreetly feed back on their support at any time (as has
been done by other institutions) would allow the provision of ongoing feedback.
It was also suggested that Si’s are more closely monitored. For example, the University of
Leeds operates a system whereby notes are randomly checked and Tutors are required to do several
supervised sessions per year.

Furthermore, Si’s could potentially engage in a more thorough

recruitment and vetting process, involving the implementation of a new assessment procedure for
new Si’s that requires the completion of mandatory practical tests.

For example, under test

conditions, Note Takers would be required to take comprehensive notes and demonstrate high levels
of spelling and grammar and those providing Tutor support would need to demonstrate effective
interpersonal skills and an ability to plan comprehensive support sessions.
Moreover, it is suggested that procedures are put in place so that Si’s are not subject to
unfeasible expectations. The implementation of an Electronic Work Record sign-off system would
mean that Work Records are easily confirmed remotely, eliminating the need to meet face-to-face,
meaning that students are no longer singled out at lectures. Electronic Work Record sign-off would
also eliminate non-communication issues which can lead to payment delays or non-payment. Such a
measure has already been sanctioned within other universities, including the University of Cambridge.
Furthermore, it is suggested that the paid type-up time for Note Takers is increased to one hour
because Note Takers reported being unable to complete their notes in the thirty minutes designated
for each hour of note taking. Increased type-up time should mean that notes are of better quality as
diligent Note Takers will have more time to write up their extensive notes.
The potential of a support weaning-off system has been postulated so that as the student
progresses through their studies, their NMH support is scaled down. The aim of NMH support is to
equip students with skills to be self-sufficient, independent learners. However without a weaning-off
process they may become overly dependent. The objective of the weaning-off system would be to
produce independent graduates equipped with the transferrable skills required in the work place.
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However, because of the nature of some disabilities, the system would need to be selectively
implemented.
In addition, students have noted that they would like the opportunity to communicate with
other students with disabilities, particularly those who have experience of the NMH Support system.
Manchester Metropolitan University for example, has instigated a peer mentoring service whereby
current students help with the transition of peers with disabilities, while simultaneously developing
their own transferrable skills that will be beneficial to them in their search for graduate employment
(Equality Challenge Unit, 2014). Taking a slightly different approach, the University of Liverpool has a
forum where students with disabilities can discuss their support and get advice and guidance from
peers.

Mainstreaming Recommendations
Mainstreaming support is the key to ensuring wider acceptance of NMH support. Promoting student
acceptance would result in a variety of beneficial outcomes including diminishing the stigma attached
to NMH support. This should result in students taking greater responsibility for and ownership of their
support packages, this in turn ensuring that the NMH support is tailored specifically to their needs. As
the study revealed, using a high level of structured support can make the difference between students
achieving a 2.1 or a 2.2 so enhancing student acceptance is crucial for job market competitiveness.
Another suggestion is the provision of services for SPs such as access to Wi-Fi, Queen’s Online and
Queen’s email addresses which would demonstrate the importance the University places on NMH
Support and would allow SPs to perform their roles more effectively. Additionally, one suggestion was
that academic staff should be given access to information regarding whether or not their students are
using their NMH support. This would allow them to make more informed decisions with regards to
coursework extensions.

Limitations
In spite of the range of recommendations that have come from this project, every study has limitations
and these must be highlighted. Firstly, the focus group participants were recruited via email and as a
result would have included a large number of individuals who already had acceptance of their
disability. Also, this method of recruitment meant that certain disabilities were underrepresented,
for example ASD students because of communication difficulties or students who perceived stigma
attached to NMH support. When interpreting the survey results, it was also necessary to remember
that many of the individuals who responded to the survey tended to have had either a very good
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experience or a very bad experience. Therefore, at this point, it is essential to mention that as the
researcher, I was able to ignore incongruent responses, although in some cases these may have arisen
through communication or language difficulties.
A methodological short coming with the statistical analysis meant that the same student may
have appeared several times from having used the same type(s) of NMH support each year over the
duration of their degree programme. The year that the student was in while using the support may
have also had an impact on usage. However, as data recording the precise level each student was in
while using the support was not kept, it was not possible to break down the support usage by stage.
There was no record of whether a student was repeating a year for example. If such data was
available, perhaps there would have been more significant results. Furthermore, no ba5eline scores
indicating how students were performing prior to support implementation were available for
interpretation. Even for future research, such a baseline would be almost impossible to obtain unless
the students had taken the exact same qualification previously. The idea of having a control group
who did not receive disability-related support would be unethical and would fail to take account of
the premise that each individual, regardless of their disability, has a different starting ability.
Conclusions
Regardless of the limitations, this study provided an excellent insight into student and professional
perceptions of NMH support. The overall consensus was that NMH support is very important to the
academic achievement of students with disabilities and so the work of the Queen’s Register of Support
Providers, over the six year period must be highly commended. It is suggested that this research is
updated on a yearly basis by small-scale consultations with students conducted by staff.
In
conclusion, the core premises of the current report are that the views of the students and the
associated professionals will be considered alongside the recommendations and that NMH support is
delivered as efficiently and effectively as possible, facilitating optimal student achievement and
experience, in line with Vision 2020.

Summary of Suested Recommendations

•

Extension of ASU Tutor Role

•

Implementation of Support Packages

•

Subject-specific Note Takers for STEM students

•

Support Providers informed about their students’ disabilities
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•

Review System for Support Providers

•

Support Provider recruitment and vetting process

•

Electronic Work Record sign-off system

•

Increase in Note Taker type-up time

•

Support weaning-off system

•

Promotion of student acceptance

•

Provision of services for Support Providers e.g. Wi-Fi

•

Link between NMH support utilisation and in School academic extensions
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Appendix A

Queens University
Belfast

School of Education
Queens University Belfast
20 College Green
Belfast
Br? 1LN
Tel +44(0)28 90975923
Fax +44(0)28 90911084
www.qub.ac.uk

Memorandum
To

Clare Donnelly

From

Katrina Lloyd, Ch&r. Ethics Committee

Date

17 June 2014

Distribution

File

Subject

Ethics Approval for Research Proposal -The impact of non-medical helper support on
students ‘.1th disabilitie( submitted on 1WS/2014

The School of Education Ethics Committee has reviewed your proposed study and has granted approval
for you to proceed.
It is important to ensure that you follow the procedures outlined in your submission. Any
departure from these may require additional ethical approval.
Note for the principal investigator: ft is the responsibility of the investigator to add any research prcjects
involving human participants, their material or data, to the University’s Human Subjects Database for
insurance purposes. (The Human Subjects Database is accessible through QOL under ‘My Research’).
The Committee wishes you everj success with your research.
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Appendix B

•

Disability Services

.

Queens University

Student Guidance Centre

Belfast

91a University Road
Belfast
BT7 iNN

Participant Information Sheet
Impact of Support Services on Students with Disabilities
Thank you for expressing an interest in participating in this re5earch project. The project is funded by
Queen’s Register of Support Providers, with the aim of uncovering the impact that non-medical helper
(NMH) support has on students with a disability, at Queen’s University Belfast (QUB). This is the first
comprehensive assessment of NMH support for students with a disability at QUB since the
implementation of the Register of Support Providers in 2008. You have been selected as a participant
due to your entitlement to NMH support.
The research will be based partly on the information gathered from focus group discussions
and partly on data collected through interviews and surveys. The information obtained through these
various methods of data collection will examine whether the NMH services provided to students are
operating effectively. In addition, it is hoped that the findings will be presented to key stakeholders
including the Department for Employment and Learning (DEL), QUB staff, Support Providers,
prospective students, to demonstrate the value and importance of the service and suggest any
necessary improvements.

Your contributions to these discussions are, therefore, of crucial

importance.
Focus groups are a beneficial means of data collection as they allow participants to share their
personal experiences which can be expanded upon and critiqued by other group members. Due to
extensive analysis required, you would need to consent to the recording of the focus groups via
Dictaphone. This recording will be transcribed by qualified audio typists who will be employed by QUB
and will commit to safeguard any personal information they may have access to as a result of their
work in transcribing focus group recordings.

No names will be transcribed and data will all be

anonymised via a coding procedure. Any other identifying remarks will be removed to ensure
anonymity. Quotations from the focus groups will be used in the final report, to support emergent
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themes and the research conclusions. The final report and oral presentations of the findings will not
contain data that could lead to the identification of any individual.
Participation in this study is entirely voluntary and if you decide not to partake,
there will be no impact on your studies or any aspect of your life at QUB.

Consent

and Withdrawal

After having read the information sheet, if you are happy with the outlined procedure and would like
to be a participant, I would ask you to sign and date the attached consent form, you have the right to
withdraw and if you wish to do so, you must contact Care Donnelly (email below).
However, due to the structure of focus groups it would not be possible for the information
already collected to be discarded as this could impact on conversation flow. Any questions regarding
this should be directed to dare Donnelly (see below).
•

It is imperative that everything discussed within the focus group remains confidential.

•

According to QUB regulations, data will be stored securely for at least 5 years after the study
is completed.

•

This project has been granted ethical approval from the School of Education Ethics
Committee at QUB

•

Thank you for reading this information and if you have any further queries do not hesitate to
contact dare Donnelly at clare.donnellyigub.ac.uk.

•

If you would like more information regarding service provision or disability support please
contact Disability Services at disability.office@gub.ac.uk

•

If any issues raised in the focus group or interviews have caused you distress, do not hesitate
to contact counselling at gubstudents@carecallwellbeing.com
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Queen’s University
Belfast

Disability Services
Student Guidance Centre
91a University Road
Belfast
BT7 iNN

Participant Information Sheet
Support Provider Perspective
Thank you for expressing an interest in participating in this research project. The project is funded by
Queen’s Register of Support Providers, with the aim of uncovering the impact that non-medical helper
(NMH) support has on students with a disability, at Queen’s University Belfast (QUB). This is the first
comprehensive assessment of NMH support for students with a disability at QUB since the
implementation of the Register of Support Providers in 2008. You have been selected as a participant
as you provide NMH support to students.
The research will be based partly on the information gathered from focus group discussions
and partly on data collected through interviews and surveys. The information obtained through these
various methods of data collection will examine whether the NMH services provided to students are
operating effectively. In addition, it is hoped that the findings will be presented to key stakeholders
including the Department for Employment and Learning (DEL), QUB staff, Support Providers
prospective students, to demonstrate the value and importance of the service and suggest any
necessary improvements.

Your contributions to these discussions are, therefore, of crucial

importance.
Focus groups area beneficial means of data collection as they allow participants to share their
personal experiences which can be expanded upon and critiqued by other group members. Due to
extensive analysis required, you would need to consent to the recording of the focus groups via
Dictaphone. This recording will be transcribed by qualified audio typists who will be employed by QUB
and will commit to safeguard any personal information they may have access to as a result of their
work in transcribing focus group recordings.

No names will be transcribed and data will all be

anonymised via a coding procedure. Any other identifying remarks will be removed to ensure
anonymity. Quotations from the focus groups will be used in the final report, to support emergent
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themes and the research conclusions. The final report and oral presentations of the findings will not
contain data that could lead to the identification of any individual.
Participation in this study is entirely voluntary and if you decide not to partake,
there will be no impact on your job or any aspect of your life at QUB.

Consent and Withdrawal
After having read the information sheet, if you are happy with the outlined procedure and would like
to be a participant, I would ask you to sign and date the attached consent form. You have the right to
withdraw and if you wish to do so, you must contact dare Donnelly (email below).
However, due to the structure of focus groups it would not be possible for the information
already collected to be discarded as this could impact on conversation flow. Any questions regarding
this should be directed to dare Donnelly (see below).
•

It is imperative that everything discussed within the focus group remains confidential.

•

According to QUB regulations, data will be stored securely for at least 5 years after the study
is completed.

•

This project has been granted ethical approval from the School of Education Ethics
Committee at QUB.

•

Thank you for reading this information and if you have any further queries do not hesitate to
contact dare Donnelly at clare.donneliy@gub.ac.uk.

•

If you would like more information regarding service provision or disability support please
contact Disability Services at disability.office@gub.ac.uk

•

If any issues raised in the focus group or interviews have caused you distress, do not hesitate
to contact counselling at gubstudentscarecalIwellbeing.com
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Queen’s University
Belfast

Disability Services
Student Guidance Centre
91a University Road
Belfast
BT7 iNN

Participant information Sheet
Support Services

—

A Staff Perspective

Thank you for expressing an interest in participating in this research project. The project is funded by
Queen’s Register of Support Providers, with the aim of uncovering the impact that non-medical helper
(NMH) support has on students with a disability, at Queen’s University Belfast (QUB). This is the first
comprehensive assessment of NMH support for students with a disability at QUB since the
implementation of the Register of Support Providers in 2008. You have been selected as a participant
due to your professional association with students in receipt of NMH support.
The research will be based partly on the information gathered from focus group discussions
and partly on data collected through interviews and surveys. The information obtained through these
various methods of data collection will examine whether the NMH services provided to students are
operating effectively. In addition, it is hoped that the findings will be presented to key stakeholders
including the Department for Employment and Learning (DEL), QUB staff, Support Providers
prospective students, to demonstrate the value and importance of the service and suggest any
necessary improvements.

Your contributions to these discussions are, therefore, of crucial

importance.
Focus groups are a beneficial means of data collection as they allow participants to share their
personal experiences which can be expanded upon and critiqued by other group members. Due to
extensive analysis required, you would need to consent to the recording of the focus groups via
Dictaphone. This recording will be transcribed by qualified audio typists who will be employed by QUB
and will commit to safeguard any personal information they may have access to as a result of their
work in transcribing focus group recordings.

No names will be transcribed and data will all be

anonymised via a coding procedure. Any other identifying remarks will be removed to ensure
anonymity. Quotations from the focus groups will be used in the final report, to support emergent
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themes and the research conclusions. The final report and oral pre5entations of the findings will not
contain data that could lead to the identification of any individual.
Participation in this study is entirely voluntary and if you decide not to partake,
there will be no impact on your job or any aspect of your life at QUB.

Consent and Withdrawal
After having read the information sheet, if you are happy with the outlined procedure and would like
to be a participant, I would ask you to sign and date the attached consent form. You have the right to
withdraw and if you wish to do so, you must contact dare Donnelly (email below).
However, due to the structure of focus groups it would not be possible for the information
already collected to be discarded as this could impact on conversation flow. Any questions regarding
this should be directed to dare Donnelly (see below).
•

It is imperative that everything discussed within the focus group remains confidential.

•

According to QUB regulations, data will be stored securely for at least 5 years after the study
is completed.

•

This project has been granted ethical approval from the School of Education Ethics
Committee at QUB.

•

Thank you for reading this information and if you have any further queries do not hesitate to
contact dare Donnelly at clare.donnelly@gub.ac.uk.

•

If you would like more information regarding service provision or disability support please
contact Disability Services at disability.office@gub.ac.uk

•

If any issues raised in the focus group or interviews have caused you distress, do not hesitate
to contact counselling at gubstudents@carecallwellbeing.com
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Appendix C
Disability Services

Queen’s University
Belfast

Student Guidance Centre
9Th University Road
Belfast
BT7 iNN

Participant Consent Form

•

(PARTICIPANT NAME) consent to taking

I

part in this research project on the non-medical helper support provided to students with
disabilities.
•

I have read the attached participation information sheet and am aware of the associated
implications and that I have the right to withdraw at any stage up until the point of data being
anonymously coded.

•

I am aware that my anonymity will be maintained and that my name will not appear on any
reports.
I fully understand that this research may be published as a journal article.

E

I AGREE to take part in a focus group.
I DO NOT AGREE to take part in the above research.

Signed

Date:

Consent forms can be returned to dare Donnelly at the above address or handed in on the day of the focus group.
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Appendix D
Student Transcript

•

Meet and Greet

•

Labels and pens

•

Get Lunch

•

•
•
•
•

—

encourage the participants to chat amongst each other.

Get everyone to sit down and give them the information sheet and consent forms. Ask if
they would like me to read it out before we start. Ensure everyone has returned the
consent forms prior to starting and ensure they are signed.
Ensure everyone is happy with being recorded.
Start focus group.
Explain what the study is about
My name is dare. / am looking at the impact of Non-Medical Helper support, provided by
Queen’s Register of Support Providers we want to know your experiences as this is the only
way we will be able to provide the best service for future students, This is very much a
discussion and I will take a back seat and let you talk to each other. I will introduce and
maybe steer people if we are going off in the wrong direction. So I want you to talk to each
other, rather than me. Also, for the purpose of the recording, it is very important that only
one person speaks at a time. If you have a point to make ensure the previous person has
finished speaking first. I may make notes at times.
(not their personal experience in great detail as that could end up breaching confidentiality
and anonymity)
CONFIDENTIALITY
Anything that an individual discloses within this environment may be a sensitive issue to
them about their disability and therefore should not be discussed outside this safe
environment.
After having read the information sheets and signed the consent forms, does everyone
understand what we are doing?
Does everyone understand that withdrawal is possible right up until the end of the focus
group after that data is anonymised and will not be able to be identified? Great!
Any other questions? Does anyone need the term non-medical support verified?
I want everyone to introduce themselves for the purpose of the recording. I’ll go first I’m
Clare and I am the group facilitator.
Everyone Introduced.
—

•
•
•

•
•

—

•
•
•
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How do you feel about Disability Services?
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

See what comes from this first point very open ended and then decide where to move
on from there
If it doesn’t move to the support direct them towards their non-medical helper support.

Prompts for me
Support providers
Benefits! problems with the support.
How many hours of NMH have you used? Is there a reason for this?
Transition to university
Retention at university
Engagement
Has NMH impacted on your attainment?
Socially? University Life as a whole? Life changing impacts
Employment
Any stigma to NMH?
Enough awareness of NMH?
Has support provided transferrable skills?
Has anyone else had a similar experience?
That’s fantastic z but...
Very interesting...l notice V is being very quiet what do you think about this?

Thank-you for taking partl You have been fantastic and have provided me with a great insight into
the student’s view of the non-medical helper support at Queen’s. I hope you enjoyed it and would
be happy to take part in future research. I will give you some cards and you can give them to any of
your friends who received support and tell them to contact me, if interested.
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Support Provider Transcript

•
•
•

•

•
•
•
•

Meet and Greet
Labels and pens
Get Lunch —encourage the participants to chat amongst each other.
Get everyone to sit down and give them the information sheet and consent forms. Ask if
they would like me to read it out before we start. Ensure everyone has returned the
consent forms prior to starting and ensure they are signed.
Ensure everyone is happy with being recorded.
Start locus group.
Explain what the study is.about
My name is C/are. lam looking at the impact of Non-Medical Helper support, provided by
Queen’s Register of Support Providers we want to know your experiences os this is the only
way we will be able to provide the best service for future students and support providers. This
is very much a discussion and / will take a back seat and let you talk to each other. I will
introduce and maybe steer people if we are going off in the wrong direction. So I want you to
ta/k to each other, rather than me. Also, for the purpose of the recording, it is very important
that only one person speaks at a time. If you have a point to make ensure the previous
person has finished speaking first. / may make notes at times.
(not their personal experience in great detail as that could end up breaching confidentiality
and anonymity)
CONFIDENTIALITY
Anything that an individual discloses within this environment maybe a sensitive issue and
therefore should not be discussed outside this safe environment.
After having read the information sheets and signed the consent forms, does everyone
understand what we are doing?
Does everyone understand that withdrawal is possible right up until the end of the focus
group after that data is anonymised and will not be able to be identified? Great!
Any other questions? Does anyone need the term non-medical support verified? (Not really
with support providers)
I want everyone to introduce themselves for the purpose of the recording. I’ll go first I’m
dare and I am the group facilitator.
Everyone Introduced.
—

•
•
•
•
•

—

•
•
•
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How do you feel about Disability Services! Register of Support Providers?
How do you view your role?
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

See what comes from this first point very open ended and then decide where to move
on from there
If it doesn’t move to the support direct them towards their non-medical helper support.

Prompts for me
Non-Medical Helper Support and STUDENTS
Benefits/problems with the support.
Students not using support
Non-communication of students
Do students want you to go beyond the remit of your role?
Pinpointing aspects of the Register’s provision that could be changed! developed!
enhanced/improved?
Any gaps in current provision?
Transition to university
Retention at university
Engagement
Do you feel NMH impacts on attainment or any of the above factors?
Socially / University Life as a whole? Life changing impacts
Employment
Any stigma to NMH?
Enough awareness of NMH? And the requirements of students taking the support.
Has support provided transferrable skills?
Has anyone else had a similar experience?
That’s fantastic z but...
Very interesting...l notice V is beinp very quiet what do you think about thi5?

Thank-you for taking part! You have been fantastic and have provided me with a great insight into
the Support Provider’s view of the non-medical helper support at Queen’s. I hope you enjoyed it
and would be happy to take part in future research. I will give you some cards and you can give them
to any of your friends who you think might be interested in this project.
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DA Transcript
•
•
•

Meet and Greet
Labels and pens
Get Lunch encourage the participants to chat amongst each other.
—

•

Get everyone to sit down and give them the information sheet and consent forms. Ask if
they would like me to read it out before we start. Ensure everyone has returned the
consent forms prior to starting and ensure they are signed.
• Ensure everyone is happy with being recorded.
• Start focus group.
• Explain what the study is about
• My name is C/are. lam looking at the impact of Non-Medical Helper support, provided by
Queen’s Register of Support Providers. You have been invited here today because you a/
perform the role of Disability Adviser within your respective schools. I want to know about
your experience in your role ond your subjective opinions on how students are supported by
yourselves, Disability Services and the Register of Support Providers. Your contributions to
discussions will help Disabi/ity Services and the Register to provide the best service for future
students. This is very much a discussion and / will take a back seat and let you talk to each
other. I will introduce and maybe steer people if we are going off in the wrong direction. So!
want you to talk to each other, rather than me. A/so, for the purpose of the recording, it is
very important that only one person speaks at a time. If you have a point to make ensure the
previous person has finished speaking first. I may make notes at times.
• (not their personal experience in great detail as that could end up breaching confidentiality
and anonymity)
• CONFIDENTIALITY
• Anything that an individual discloses within this environment may be a sensitive issue
linked to a student’s disability and therefore should not be discussed outside this safe
environment.
• After having read the information sheets and signed the consent forms, does everyone
understand what we are doing?
• Does everyone understand that withdrawal is possible right up until the end of the focus
group after that data is anonymised and will not be able to be identified? Great!
• Any other questions? Does anyone need the term non-medical support verified?
• I want everyone to introduce themselves (name & school) for the purpose of the
recording. I’ll go first I’m dare and I am the group facilitator.
• Everyone Introduced.
—
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We will start with and general question
What do you see as the role of a Disability Adviser?
• See what comes from this first point very open ended and then decide where to move
on from here

•

Prompts for me
How well do you feel supported by Disability Services / the Register of Support
Providers?
Do you think the communication between the different services could be better?
more/less communication with DOs/SPs
Do some subjects need subject specific recommendations? Some recommendations
are inappropriate to certain subjects.
Were you assigned your role? Compelled.
Do students understand your role? Have an awareness of the DA’s existence.
Should there be a greater promotion of the DA role/DS in general?
Your subjective view on how beneficial the services provided to students are. Do they
help ‘level the playing field’?
Do you feel that your role and the role of Disability Services aids the transition to
university/retention/engagement/attainment/aspirations of students with disabilities?
Issues with Students Too many points of contact for students?/Confusion
Issues with support providers
Understanding of the role of the support provider Do they try to go beyond the
remit? What are the boundaries for communication with support providers and staff?
(Exam scribes etc.) Would it be helpful to students if there was more communication?
Knowing the nature of the student’s disability?
Enough awareness of disability within the population in general/ the student
population/ staff?
Is there enough awareness of NMH?
Is there any stigma attached to NMH?
Any social impact for the student?
Do you feel that the services that are provided lead to transferrable skills into
employment?
Are there any ways that you think the services could be improved or developed?

•
•
•

Has anyone else had a similar experience?
That’s fantastic z but...
Very interesting...l notice Y is being very quiet what do you think about this?

•
‘

•
•
•
•
•
•
‘

•
•

•

•
•
•
•

—

—

—

—

Thank-you for taking partl You have been fantastic and have provided me with a great insight into
the Disability Adviser’s view of the non-medical helper support at Queen’s. I hope you enjoyed it
and would be happy to take part in future research.
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Disability Services

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Meet and Greet / Lunch
Give everyone the information sheet and consent forms. Ensure everyone has returned the
consent forms prior to starting and ensure they are signed.
Ensure everyone is happy with being recorded.
Start focus group.
Explain what the study is about
As you already know, lam looking at the impact of Non-Medical Helper support, provided by
Queen’s Register of Support Providers. You have been invited here today because you all
work in Disability Services at Queen’s. I want to know about your experience and your
subjective opinions on how students are supported by the Register of Support Providers.
Your contributions to discussions will help Disability Services and the Register to provide the
best service for future students. This is very much a discussion andi will take aback seat and
let you talk to each other. I will introduce and maybe steer people if we are going off in the
wrong direction. So I want you to talk to each other, rather than me. Also, for the purpose of
the recording, it is very important that only one person speaks at a time. If you hove a point
to make ensure the previous person has finished speaking first. I may make notes at times.
(not their personal experience in great detail as that could end up breaching confidentiality
and anonymity)
You will already he aware of most of these points but I have to state have them on tape for
ethical reasons!
CONFIDENTIAUW As you will be very much aware of due to the various roles you
perform the importance of confidentiality you will be aware that quotations may be
used in the final report —the identity of individuals who are quoted will not be revealed,
however the report will state ‘a member of staff.
Anything that an individual discloses within this environment may be a sensitive issue
linked to a student’s disability and therefore should not be discussed outside this safe
environment.
After having read the information sheets and signed the consent forms, does everyone
understand what we are doing?
Does everyone understand that withdrawal is possible right up until the end of the focus
group after that data is anonymised and cannot be identified? Great!
Any other questions?
—

—

•

•
•

Staff Transcript

—

—

•
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We will start with a question
How do you feel about NMH support?
• See what comes from this first point very open ended and then decide where to move
on from here

•
•
•

Prompts for me
Is there enough awareness of NMK?
Is there any stigma attached to NMH?
The role of the support provider Do they try to go beyond the remit? What are the
boundaries for communication with support providers and staff? Would it be helpful to
students if there was more communication?
Knowing the nature of the student’s disability should support providers know this?
They feel that it would greatly help the service they provide.
Do you think the communication between the different links in the chain could be
better? more/less communication with students/support providers/ schools
Issues with Students Too many points of contact for students?/Confusion
Should there be a greater promotion of DS in general?
Do you feel that NMH aids the transition to university/
retention/engagement/aspirations of students with disabilities?
Enough awareness of disability within the population in general/ the student
population? staff?
Any social impact for the student?
Do you feel that NMH develops transferrable skills for employment?
Are there any ways that you think the services could be improved or developed?

•
•
•

Has anyone else had a similar experience?
That’s fantastic z but...
Very interesting...l notice V is being very quiet what do you think about this?

•
•
•

•
•

—

—

—

•
•
•
•

—

Thank-you for taking partl You have been fantastic and have provided me with a great insight into
the Disability Staff view of the non-medical helper support at Queens.
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Appendix E

ueen’s Register of Support Providers

Student Contract
Queens Register of Support Providers arranges non-medical support for disabled students. Our
qualified and experienced Suppcrt Providers are self-employed and do not work on a vountarj basis.
Support Providers assist students in the following roles:

Note Takers
Study Skills Tutors

Maths & Statistics
Tutors
Dyslexia Tutors

Asperger’s Autism
Tutors
Readers

Academic Mental
Health Tutors
Exam Scribes

Campus Assistants

Proof Readers

Typists

Library Assistants

Audio Typists

Foreign Language
Tutors
Interpreters

IT Tutors

Non-medical support is intended to ‘level the playing field between you and ycur non-disabled peers by
allowing you to fully access teaching, teaming and assessment at Queens. As such it is extremely
important that you engage with the support process, take ownership of your own learning

experience and manage your non-medical support effectively.

Student ResDonsibilities
All students receiving non-medical support through Support Providers must:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Regularly check your ‘phone/queen’s email account for messages from Support Providers.
Respond quickly to message about arranging to meet with your Support Provider.
Familiarise yourself with the support roles for which you have been referred (please see p of
the Students Guide to Queen’s Register of Support Providers which includes brief outlines of
the various job descriptions and our web site
Be clear about what to expect and the limitations of the support for which you have been
referred (see above).
Respect the professional boundaries of the working relationship do not ask your Support
Providerto provide support beyond the remit of their support role(s) (see above).
Be aware that support is not subject-specific.
Ensure that you make yourself available to ycur Support Provider(s) to sign off their Work Record
so they may be paid (Support Providers do not work on a voluntary basis)
Give your Support Provider at least 24 hours notice where possible if you are no longer able to
attend and have to cancel a suppcrt session or class
Advise your Support Provider and Dissbiity Services of any changes to your contact details,
particularly to ycur mobUe or home telephone number(s).
Advise Disability SerQices and your Support Provider of eny temporary or permanent
withdrawals from study
Report any problems immediately so that corrective action may be quickly implemented.
Stop working with your Support Provider after the last day of the summer exam period even if
you have hours left (unless you area postgraduate student or you have re-sit examsre
aubmissicns to prepare for over the summer and a prior arrangement to continue has been
made with your Disability Officer/funding body).
-

Complaints Procedure
The majority of students ore happy with the support arranged for them through the Register. Hcwever. if
you haves complaint about The support you are reoeMng. a particular Support Provideryou are working
with or or. issue with The Register itself, please refer to our Complaints Procedure at
,‘n’.jut’rec1ontessccsadflnv’supponprovIaers:Th1ator,tcrS1udeMsRaceMnqh.sBIEaccmsuvpotPrvvldern
t
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Student Responsibilities: Note Taker Support
Students receiving Note Taker support have additional responsibilities. Students rust

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Confirm in advance with your Note Taker(s) the timetable details of relevant classes j the
dsys!hmesvenues. Please note: the Register only has access to timetable information on 051$
and often this is out-of-date. inaccurate anWor incomplete
Let your Note laker(s) know as soon as possible if there have been changes to class
timesNenues
Clarify how you want your notes written up and structured (ej narrative vs bullet points).
Clarify which font size and style wcrks best for you.
Confirm the turnaround time tcrthe return of notes.
Ensure that you and your Support Provider have completed a Statement of Agreement to reflect
the aforementioned
Attend all classes unless it has been agreed in advance with your Disability Officer that the Note
Taker may attend in your absence if you are off for reasons relating to your disability.
Arrange to meet with your Note Taker after class to sign off their Work Record r make
alternative arrangements for meeting away from class if you prefer your Note Taker support to be
discrete.

Please note: students are under no obligation to use Note Taker support aaar.ged by the Register.
Although this facility is available for student convenience, students are free to engage their own Note
Takers or to use Assistive Technology (AT) instead such as thcw.gba.n orUyscbapen recorders If
you would like to arrange your own Note Taker cover or would like to swap Note Taker support
for AT, please contact your Disability Officer to discuss.
Please also note that the Register cannot guarantee 100% class cover for students receiving Note
Taker support for a vaHety of reasons including unscheduled timetable/venue changes,
inaccurat&inoomplete timetable information and Note Taker availability.
like anyone else Note Takers may have to take time off to attend appointments, deal with family
problems, ilIress etc As they are self-employed they are also free to schedule their own working
days/weeks and to take up or refuse any ofters of work from the Register.

IF IN DOUBT, CONTACT US:
Disability Services
00 075251: dabiIity.cffloegub.acuk
Quee&s Register of Support Providers
00 075275; supcrtprovideroub.sc.uk
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Queen’s Register of Support Providers
Student Contract
I have discussed the above student responsibilities with my Needs AssessorlDisability Officer and I
agree to abide by them in relation to any non-medical support arranged for me through Queen’s Register
of Support Providers:
Name:
Signature:
Date:

Please return to:
Queen’s Register of Support Providers
Disability Services
Student Guidance Centre
Queen’s University Belfast
BT7 iNN
Tel: 028 80 972727
Email: supøortproviderIThpubacuk:
Web: wwwpub.acukldirectoraleslspc/disabilitv/SuoportProviders)
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Appendix F

ueev’s Register of Suppoof Providers

Code of Conduct for Support Providers
Infrode dice
Queents Regster of Siged Prooders is a setoce that pvOMdes credo-one acadeonc suççcd
Pteugh Su)cpod P errs for dsab!ed stidents stofyng at Queens Un:ievmtj As such, Queens
ReisterefSPrnrdnes costs pnrnanhjt meet the needs of the slodeflftlstinnlanecustj
siarportng and peouldeg guidance to those Surpcvt Peo.idoes end d€ieer Ca supecit
Suscod Proenders am sdfec*yed bn&,iOjals end provide avadetj of nce-erathcalacadernic
supot (see behw)t students to assist them devote stateges to overcorra the xadenz
cradenes asseciated ado free parhcdardsabiibes Soppotis taicued to oral We in&vduat needs
of the student All Sepport Providers are seltwquloyed, aee engaged on a freelance basis and
do net become enwloyees of Queen’s Umlemby.
Scot Proedef Roles
NoloTakar
ShrnslaisTuter
rJm Asestom
Maths & Snatsics Toter
D*viaTidnr
Acaderrac Met Heaan Taser
Asengers!AudsmTUor
Enan&rbe
Fenegn laeguageTstor
Preef Reader
LbwyAssstard
Reader
liMe
Topst
Aedio Typist
trdeepaeer(SL & 151)
This docounent is a Code of Crucl at:oh an Segied Prooders rrnJst aee en upon joiring Queens
Reçster of Supped Providers Please canefJlt read tract the docurand and wrplete and netan,
as soon as possible to Queens Register of Supped Provides, h-a Declaratun fmnn atthe end of
his document.
Reoiuionent and Selection
As Supged Poovndees go through Queens Register clSupeof Providers’ recmdbranl and selecton
procedsetefore being considered for eec of the support roles Pcooeirg shod esteg, titerveas take
ptace and Support Prooders ore asked a rarge el gaustors vi ridatce to the role(s) they have appied
fan
lfzuccesshi at vitervee, SuppertPreordeos must complete and Fd to Queens Register of
Supped Pnovnders, the fdlwrg’
• A s:gned Decteraten norm (at the end ef h-s document).
• Non-Staff Payment INSPI forms (see Payments through Queen stcrhathor ,ntorwatan( and
docuonertator to supped yet’ Rigid to Were in the UK or
• Aleterthom HM Revenue &Custonrs s’atrg your Unique Taxpayer Reference MR(

Qnhjwtner Queens Register of Suw4 onders has receued the above documents, plus at least
one stsfacturg reference, evil yuw defals be adxedtcw database
Employment
AOSupourt Providers me engaged en a freelance bass and am rot fluyees of Queen’s Uruvnty
Adpaymer,ft made to Supped Proddens by tie lecat Edixatmi and Ubnany&ardsiSuEesstervices
organeaten (553) on betaffofvidivideal stidento do rot ivobdeary tax or oatcnal insurance
cmbdutors and as such. Support Providers are respeesuble fortheirown lax returns. Queens
Reg:sterofSuppcsl Providers does rat accept nerpenstuU for fervundrg irdormaton regarding
hdMdud Supped Plo-ideesto (mA Rovenue & Customs (HMRC)
Payment via fledi Records
Supped Peonden are pad moenttoy en sutrnssion of accurate ants complete Went Records
Incomplete or cncorreclwmv Records cannel be processed fun repent (fertorther otonratan see
WerkRecord6eldanceNotes( WtRecordsshbeckedthngtdythybethh-oSsppot
Provider and the student Supped Providers are rospcrsble tor ussonry all thork Records ore
canIeledcenecthj and setenuhed faQueen’s Register of Supeod Providers on brre rn accordance
ado the monthhj payment sohedofe (for reborn dead:res see Wont Record Paenre Sfle(.
Wore Re’.crds must be subinided mortify and shoed net be held bock by Sugpet Providers ants
the end of ta semestentyean as Queens Register of Sepoob Providers ntbeors the nester of hoes
of cupped beng used
TheWetRecord000tunoashavebeendesgnedtoaiexforsgnxffattheenicfeachsessor Its
inwotond to ensure h-at yore Wed: Records are sgned off regidafty as onsianed Work Record
enmes will not be paid and cannot in nest instances, be coertensgned instead by Ca stiderts
Disati:by Otter Pieasea’so rote thatforaod’lpo’poses, otrjoriginal sinateres ore acceptable
scanned, otxopled ermnitated (-Sees tho in the students normal signake) Wore Records cannot
beprxessed for pa;nomt. f you lnaveconpleted avrv for a student and you have not, for score
masombe table oaraogetnmeettogetycswontRecord(s)signed of, pleaserefeefothe
guidance an Odecu ties Centachno Students and Gettne Work Recends ned.
-

Please do not leave Work Records at the Isfennaton Desh, Student Guidance Cer’the. for
signature There vi no arrangement for tus facitoy belveen Ca Regster and the istamratee Dent
not something that the Register isth a pesiteeta moritor and as such, the Register cararol
guarantee ce seory of the student irdoonaboo en the Wed: Record en any personal tidoonutos
(addeess, bank detads(Cat you have given antic putoa
Paymernts,gftOoeee’s
Where a students support is turded by Dsatohty Serxes, Eurupean Social Fend IESFI orose of h-a
GB funding bodes such as Studert Finance Enfld, on andre a class has been cneledfre
toy Ca Urovenuty uacomg a messed sesseno, the support erg be paid for via Queens To
receive such payments. rice Supped Proyders cite asked to regeter ‘aibo cure of tie Queen’s
payment systems It you ore registered tenth HMRC as seterrptyor, you MU need tofornund to the
Regstera eden nyouraxmrtorderHfri Revenue & Customs statr yew 11Th (Mapue Tax
Payer Refenence reenter) As you are registered as seeemptyed and respoesiole for your yen tax
retmns payments cli be received mM Sipped Providees not repsterod as self-employed eb be
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asked instead to nwele a Noa-Staff Pamest (NOR) bern Am; pamerrs made inrasgir hoe NSF
ssteo eAl hae to, taken off at saute
Guananeets of Wonh and Levels of Wonk

vanaus types of sonnet avatotaa and mate advantages and disadvantages moO have teen throussed
and thin stoduit urt have agreed to a partcutar suppoetyackage. SanDal Proalen, especoft; hose
inTedarrolet, should notteretare suegestto heir student thottrej are ‘endued’ t•o partoatan
sotearn ateerahee assessment euterseons Cr assqrnwnts etc. lii astor to raise a students
hopes aretssle oparucutar type of snppore If the need cannon he justified.

xeiearhaoad4xcsedare StPnna4ejt:ettaums
as stadeat reçrornnneerts and tie sfrjrse,çenevce at tie Socxt Provider Unfadunelely menretore.
neos Refl at S
PrasQerscai ewgueeintue tuvejsc4nt Thsfla
nz.et;
.nwtv 5€ netin tote tderro tnt.es

if t.eeere o.x eers summed redo! c’rçe e;mod t’eto tire. titi:orn Lal
paouageManjsoage
5ar’4deb5vSfln.Otiint SismesttnettoeSoppon
Prua*dec,ts ste-id cwcattme fti,otouhly QIhm ateaat n,se, fltr to tin supoft

• tin the starts ohoce asia encore. or not me; decree to tale up the sLvrcd reconhrilendet
jth&Osat;Cffcer
• I is era snadents eecion auto etether they contnyje rem the suprait oat the parhoutar
Sralprinanxatndtoeem
• AsTh%:teatrynebnJs4edWstns
•
tier deratoifes or tar timnrj araderosa noncom.
• rc,tec;n:esa-hanS:esrWefr..eare?arte
tnreltassnmto
Taramstasz to stied asuvat rts art; utatu S May Hoe
Takers e asked to check tnietatle rtooratoi drettt;at stuueats batne tDnW.€rCifl
Sum
• The nontj of sadents refered tote Register are anderaduates and as nih, mere ob-i
hthv vote tar Sunned Proundens men te Swore mention

Hours end Location of Support
SanvodPrmodeethooenotecarehJlythehoarsajt’catedtuthernardkeeaarecardetmerrnter
raeitoth to.cauteedttoWinsnberntka2,clscetdeededonyar
Or of cgfrne&o as yx end or, tin toe ext
Pad tar suCiZI go.ea ‘in! XZ aces We
000taetoeosu Juowtrdtratymasaietesflsh,Jrsatsuwjtmdnaorungard
ywtharatizatflsaasrectne3 oezseflm4rse-itownhe
Qj, Cf:eroe ‘eEem,e team reaseatso a:.neQoeeans RegSnor
Supped Prorders 5hof he punctual tar support weetaqu esuppetnas to be canceted tar any
reason, as much advance notice as pousibte short be gcen tome stodeatandb Queen’s Regster
otSuntPrettees ha replacement isto teorgaMod m the ‘ntienm The minimum notce required.
etereposutle. 1s23 twa

flres.Arsat’eeoJoitE?L7retrn.tte
)‘flseaalrfaraCeao -rçufltiro
try4rou me year Equ*i Surreal Pncvdoes are sden no #panont arceal any attic rocoCit
.Ci:JtreTtyCecns&.tmasdttkaefl
ar any tare. W ena!errcorry tansar Treaty

SuofltreflMepkoflestethe[aenIaSe1Praeetonastudect Sprot
oviedn a re,etE: space .tt:aenjnetn;rr Ltur;
esctes,nteueS,nme5ta13uia-ceCet4Ca,Utatet
50€ PlestoWotiflYoj See
narerhflQ9

Matching Students etth Support Providers

flocwnentahoo

flvr joiorg Queen n Regsrer ci Suppre Rmiders, Suprod Patirers ziC he matched at pathcfl
ry.fltu5 54
nhadfl SotPro’atee1uthefl rt’4era3
needsattet5€rsrtecatscx&taro list
UdoflheSocw1
Prareidem tu mate stoat cornice eta tie slefln ard to a7anea else rreetç i•rir.tat ont
hes been made betnee’ tin Segout Frte arc toe tar. but paecce saeeoe’ tart cat
rewotaceeto rçtre tpatots Peseenteçsts:ant
dnclrseeoena2renfaseerisduablttbmecSkçpolFvnsen(s( yruareercoorageitudvoss
moth nnz salad(s) men pO*OIN sunpat needs chico pa hot meet ruth them.

Support Pmorodeta are responsible ton netrong to Olsen’s Register at Sunpad Pmter, a rwrteret
document ocladang

Ad sucqud i nneedtcn ehirertu tc Queens RmgislerctSonrod Prdeders As such. Suod
Frml•:ets shcutd not agree to and proede otudeatsarho air; sunned fldeefti’s henna Supped
muse beanranged fomnalty through Oceans Ragsrer of Suarot Protean oticrulne Sainted
Pztonss?.cnrcnrtaecitzrotteenflotsnhfl

Prany, fle end at each academic year Supped Proedees’ehl be asked to complete an cause
evaluahon questionnaire Thu us rpedai as deeps Queen’s macstem ofSunpolt Prondees
€va”ude ties
ardedtostud€oOstJtfl tatnoques &ptP
ndrdu to
toea bo*or as
tin Regenoru
,akenmrfl and vaflCxcnegl
rac.rç

Please oars mat me suprert recommended tar shederds fatows horn an ersmorrt ore-Coors needs
assessment totenne at a Needs Assessor I Dsatat’t; Oltoon Dwmg the needs assessment the

• S_aennonAoneemembexs

wtn,st; extxrxo-ciNThTher

•
Wren Records
• Leamira Plans (tarthose Sunned Ptrondens praedincTutarnp support),
• ty)pjfllagan, ntt; toe those Seaport Prondeen artinung Tutodeg supred)

Student Responuihiliftes
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For a sunnwy cI the studee responstoties toaric then SeppotPooidero, please see the
Stu&ntcentaclutlafl shjdentuareagettsgnittheirreedsassesseseetlntorniew.

OysteoiaTutors- Soidy SkMsTrainnng. relatedAsoobverechrelogy(Aflfrainng
• Study Skills Tutors• SPS1 Sns and Wenital Het Anareness Trainng
• Academic Mental Heathi Tutors- Study SHoe and Mental Health Mr:nessTralcb
• Aspergers;Autism rotors Shimy Slills and Menial HeathAnrenoss Training
•

StidentAltendance
Sbiat aim nete lair; snot (for leciwes, laterals ardour pachoit classes) must stilt attend
classes ibItstThesmjdenlra/natwshtosetajeyaucnlsewthyoedoongcIass.h€’fleTusl
ainndtheclassfrcnsehes. SeppbeFroudensarero The.netoatenolenliejctst,d€rts. Ontyini
veryspec’al circomstarces mzjtheSuppelRoinderatnndtheclass a!crefwaobidentsabsebeb
ltsalty-ceIated reasons. Th:s type it supcfl was beanrasged iiad,nethryjghthaskerto
Dis1uty Ocen and lapplicaite yoja’.ll to retied elm’s no atonae. In a large lectre halt Cal
be tLllcutto spot ynerotydert so rioasecheck attn We sbudentta cosiam totner atendame.
Pyon find your studenlis nulatteodint class, step note faking fortheur. Let ueen 5 Register
at Suppoat Pnovqders bros (mediately and do not flo up any ityosar ,iota The studerds Dsabthty
Often unit be apprised ci the sitanton and appropnate anton at be laHen Sosdarly you become
awarecasipotcantdcunhimmthe s2itents tenth n you shadd agaln repel to Queens Rnçsten
at tippet Proeders and the intaumaban all be passed an be the students Doatitey Often
lycen student does nissan caecd a session aith lens than 24 rout note, you nell to paul tar
firsthourofthalsession Parornttnsuopoflsensicrsmajtesuspended tvadreascne arnnot
petted by the student tar We bereft et the Educator and library aandsJ5SO As cbht teflon
musiceme from the shjdentsthemselees, please ensurethat they countersign a Missed
Cancelled Sessions Pnnfornna ant attach This be the raItholVuti Record cta:rn
Merpayngtortoooonsecuteoancelledsessianspa1onertotsuppodatllbesuspenbeedbythe
ehudeeis hxlOrg Board petong an emnshgahon ottho extenuabrg cooumsaes itch resbeed In
The cancelled aprentarourts Irthereane no mifigatng circumstancesbesding furthe support

may cease. Foe Des reason Is esseeval That you stop prodding support to your student urN The
stuahonhasteen resoinedardrottyTheRegistenleyctemrseynemnWonsHotxtte:rg
rereureratedforony sudezuontsuppotprovdit

—

GuWancuDocuments
AragoofgudancedocomentsaedcmererlolnratcetorSucriRmniensbasbeennladeava!bble
enthe satiJty S tcesWetsuteatwewpebx ektiectoutestsa/dioabi’t,yS,aaoMdas1
teapot Prncdere arev.pected to read and Igestthose pidance drneerts thatane of most
relevance lathe &wat Pnoinder ede(s(they are esdedalung Ce topple utedake. and should
contact Queens RepstancfSupport Pnoitters liray rae anyotierprenes

L

Health and Safety
I

Suppod Pr dons must be motto ni thud irduidual heat.b and safety and thatof the stunt Way are
woelung attn. Support Pnoeiders should not engage in the personal cam at any student or any
manual handling orlithng.
Keeping in Touch
merinntdeclcxtactwmsnppotpruddessataemailsotisrirportantmatarasuppei
Prodder. yevcbeckyour carat accourt re;vtoty tar spppcet cppout.irtes and other oonirrirkabars
tros Queens Register it Sippod Protons
AstheResorcorveysyanrcontactdetats(uerat aessandmdeeephanerwier)tutne
shuterusr,matnorryouarnmtstecitrsrpcanttoletusHonowassecnaspossmloyyoucharqe
ian eenad account motile phone renter ar toss

Supperfing Undergraduate Sludents over the Surnuner Months
ltyou rave bean ashudla cortrue be siuppolycur uede7aduate student beyond the end atte
record san’esten ioaftenthe esasrs andevnnthe sulrernonths.this roust he agreed In advance
ueTh the Euocabon & libeary SeardoyBSO. once lynu student has enough hours cf In accommodate
Their rnounemonts P[eooe nfl your student to contact their Disahilily Officer directly and heiste
nell erakea case toe the student to the relevant Board ltyot do gte supped to students asWnd this
peter agreement in ace, you nun the risk olnot being paid fonthat supped as d eespooitted
oitoideotsernesterhme Pleasenotethatthis anangenrentappkesontjto surrenardnctlathe
Cionstras and Easer helOaj rents
Training
M Irdocter sessoot) and a number ct nor-aocreoded arid acceodded taring prcgnaoruies wit be
pedthrovghoittheyearturouppctprautuem Netconnens are urpected to attend the Irduchor
session. PfluppotFmodenuarnencoiragedbeaiebeanybarrgcfinterestaswellasthose
cxnsescftinectreleiarcetothorSuppcelPrciudenrcle(s). Paubc:patcm a arumberotcore
taming courses eli be expected alto tuber; categeres of Supped Rounder

Professional Conduct
A Sepupal Pronders are repuovtedto tulle, a rtmber at protocols far professioru cclhauct
•

Professional boundaries should be martaned iron seppettng students and seopoul
nit nmet

•

OtFOyt staidgenemuynotacceptonencoungegth,bmanysbedetlnqj
may be woOing wTh M g should be detated at Queens Regsten of Siuppol Pnourdore
upon receipt and the Rog.ster wit giee aitce en the appropriate actor to tale.

•

Supped FraMers are onpectel to delver high quality sopponto all students irrespectue ot
the students age. gender race isatilty serial otnntatar, relgices or ceeTrunity

•

SuppeflPetseceiacttceoitywitninthebeundanesotterrshottccmpetenclesand
enreoiroemstances grieaaadedeecrperoonaladycete studentsoitideettherenutof
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Thur SeEccul
Lifter

P€i5

, rd Pervr,eI Sonodirrere

bee Jab

•
•
•
•

nm,fl r3 Th rrsn Cf ten tsawty
Thea atnoemo steriptis ant wnt,esws
anatemavreahomeraiaddress
tuam.ngpitarrftrmtsernnsttr
• frackerassigo
orenos
• ernantleottthoatusshany,ssierI
• nenteemanis atoct nissed sessions and me yoffen pemonaflreasars tonrnosrrrg a carctiIr.g
a ressarani a at tOil

• Support Pr4dem must ensure that enipnments and prejeom are always me student’.
Own were
• The st000ri doivered udroobi hen tine oAth any recrennrrendaCons coruqAd to yet b
Crjeti 5 Reçisten cE Support Pmderl at aoccatun.
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Appendix C
F

Queen’s Register of Support Providers

I

OFFICE uSE OHLY’

,a.,A=J7• A
2ENTC FL’JDER

I

Work Record
Support Provider Name:

Support Provider Address uj ract

Bank Account No:

Sort Code:

Student Name:

Funding Body:

Student Date of Birth:

Month & Year of Claim:

University: Queen’s University Belfast

Nature of Support:

Details of Support
DATE OF SUPPORT
DAY

DATE
{DD.MM.YYYY)

TOTAL NC OF HOURS:

HOOF
HOURS

AREASCOVERED

STUDENT
SIGNATURE

COST
CE)

TOTAL COST OF SUPPONT PROVIDED (EJ:

I ccniirm thai the atove is an accura:e reoord of the support prcvision that has tacen place dudq the trneframe
de1ed. Any cancelled or non-attended support is re:cr•ed,
Support Provider Signature:

Date:

P€ase compete :n nsa wsrd precessetçpe orreatty ha ,rtenI and fraarded to Q-eens Re;;ser of
Support Proyiers. CsabWbg Serioaa, Queens Urrersiy, B&fast Br? INN, before the submission cut-oft
date [or the appropriate month. Incomplete fonns cannot be prccesseJ for payrrent Queries Tel 02E 93
97fl94. EmaN suppodprovidergubac.ut
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Appendix H

ueeWs Register of Support Providers
Missed I Cancelled Session Proforma
One pJp!p!uwto be corn;Ieted for each missedlcancelled session wtiere less Iiian 24 hours notice has
been provided bythe studer.t crty the Univers.ty la cass is unexpectedly cancel:ewschedued Note
Taken: if you am scheduled to note take for more than one class in the day, only one hour may
be claimed for a full day of cancelled suppon. if you have not been abe to contact your st4erit i
h&she has faced to return your ccrnrnuni:at:ons please ticl the Student faced to return
cafsdtexWew.a:s box and return the form Wth just your OAT, s:gnatJre
The fP!mft should be attached to the r&t:ar.t Work Record and returned as norma: to Queens
Register of Support Pro.iders bj tie sutrn;ss:cn deadine for That month

Student Name:
Support Provider Name:
Date & lime(s) of Absence:
Reason for Absence

I I
[1

(please t:k):

Class cancelled by the University with less than 24 hours notice
Additional class scheduled by the University with less than 24 hours notice
Session cancelled by the student with less than 21 hours notice because of
Illness (please elaborate t,efly eç ?u, m1r&ne do)

3

Accident (please elaborate tdeflyeg car fall ate,)

3

Family issues (please elaborate briefly eg death! ciiild/depeodant ifloess dc)
Reasons relating to students disability (please elabo,ate bhefly eg poor
rv7amrahocal skiOs. poor mf,’iiQiy. wDrSefliOg of condition etc)

Student forgot about the session I neglected to cancel the session
Student failed to return calls/text&emails
Other (p’ease srate)

Student Signature
Support Provider Signature

’
’
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Appendix I

Participant Inibmation
You have been selected to take part n this survey as. wiuile a stjdent at Queens University Belfast
(CUB), you were
entitled to Na,-Medtal Helper (NMH) Support arranged through Queens Register of Support Providers
Ths questoruialre is part of the first comprehensive assessment of [tIM sqpcrt for students wth a disabil.’ty
at CUE
rsinte the implementation of the Register of Support Prmide,s in 20DB. The project aims to uncover
the n,pact that
[1MM suppal has on students with a disability and specifically at whether NMH support encourages the
devebprnent
of skills transferable to the worbplace
The research is funded by Oueens Register of Support Providers and has been arted Ethtal Approval
by the
School of Education Ethics Con,,ieee at CUB. It is hoped that the findings and suggestoiG for
nwm’.eff’ents vAil be
presented to key stikebolders including the Departient for Employment and Learning (DELi, CUB
staff, Support
Pm’Aders arid prospective students to dernonsifate the value and importance of the senic
• The survey is concletely anonyn’cus and at no posit will you be required to ve your name. This preserves
your
nght to confidentiality.
• Participation in this survey is aisiely voluntary and if you decide not to partake, therd wit be no
impact on your
studies, employment Ct On your links with CUB.
• According to QUO regiiations, data will be staed securely for S least 5 years after the ttudg is coircleted
• If you require further information, do not hesitate to contact me on dare dainellyqt4,act*
It you are happy to take pafl in the survey, please click ThJext.
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General Information
i. When did you graduate from QUB?
r

C

2206

2012

2V09

2013

2010

2014

2011

2. What type(s) of NMH (non-medical helper) support were you entitled to? (Tick all that
apply)
.r UbZy ASn13’Tt
r Prflr not W
r

Academic Mental Hea:tfl Tutor

:r.

CarnpusPsslslant

r

r

Dyslexia Suppeit Tutor

.r

AttEm SptTUTfl o:EorerTu::r

r

Exam Prompter

r:

ProofReader

MatflerniJcs 8 5131111% TIter

Exam Stte

Reader

Foregn Language Tulor

Study Sills Thtor

I”

InformatIon Tecnology Tutor

r

Typ:st & Audio TypEt

Interpreter (6 SL K ISL

Other (lease specify)

:1

]
3. With regards to the number of hours of support you qualified for, please estimate
how much support you used:
All dIre hours

r

very

•r

Mostofthehours

C

I dIdWL use any Fcun

•r

Half or the hours

C

rew Cf the hours

Please explan the above ansser

—1
j
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Your Time at University
4. Did your NMH support make your University experience more positive?
‘

—

Yes
No

Peas€ ec3r your r.er

:1
5. Would any of the following have been likely if you did not have NMH support at QUB?
(Tick all that apply)
Ctu;ea fl my Cone

r

tu*i 0 uar5ownswrables Costs

r

Fe: so.a:ea

certa:n aspeots or ny Course would have been Inpoalbie

LIae:y to drop oLtof Uliiers:y
Other (please specify)

j

6. Did the support provided foster a ‘sense of belonging’ within the University?
r

Please elaborate

j
7. Did your NMH support help you socially, in any way, such as giving you the
confidence to integrate with peers and make new friends?
t

Yes

C

NO
Not Applicatie

if yeE, Ms mis cor4rrnltted o tee aeQe.:;rretof norclrg rviacor.sr psi’. tie rortplate?
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B. Did NMH support help you engage more with teaching and learning at QUB?
Nolsurt
C

Please

scam your arsA*r

fl
-ii
9. Do you feel that you achieved a better degree result because of the support

provided?

ND

10. Do you think that NMH support encouraged you to stick with University when you

might otherwise have given up and dropped out?
r
ND
ND:

Sure

P10 Apçcat(e
Has this led in more £taing pnr

WJ worE erc1:nms
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on

cn

;IsJeA!ufl je nbA aouls uue;jioqs .io 61101 ‘a6qs Auc ;c paXoidwa uaaq noX

OAtH

luawloidwa

12. Do you believe that receiving NMH support helped you, in some way, to secure a
job?
Yes

Please elabcrate

1
13. Have you found the transition from University to work difficult?
Yes

-r

NO

Please elabante

fl
14. Are you currently employed?

ND
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15. Do you work

-

Full-lIme
Pail-lIme
O:ner (p:nse e:at:rate)

.1
16. Is your current role your ideal occupation?
YES
It g:veG rre exNrer:e I%fl:cfl

r

win n€I

me to nerure me co I CeEIre

N.Jc&IasWp-gap

17. Did your NMH support help you to develop skills that have been beneficial to
carrying out any jobs you have held since graduating?
r

y
ND

Please esplan the atDe answer

d
j
18. Do you think your NMH support gave you more confidence in dealing with the
interview process?
NO
Yes
P:ease eeplan Inc atcde answer

—1
-Ii
19. Is there any other aspect of NMH support provided in CUB that has helped you in
the work environment?
NO
Yes
Please et9in ycurarsxer

j
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20. Did you declare your disabilitylies to your employer(s)?

Please qlee a reaLn £:r yDur arswer

21. In any occupation undertaken since graduation, have you been provided with
support in order to “level the playing field” with your colleagues?
—

ND

Plea ecDn yzur arster

:1
22. Do you feel more NMK support should be given in the workplace?
C
ND
;,ease cc ln y:ur arr.er

d
j
23. Do you think it is possible for an employer to implement the same level of NMH
support that is offered in University?

ND
Fleas. e#aln )tur am-er

—1
j
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I
24. Are there any improvements that you feel could be made to NMH support at QUB’

—I

j
25. Do you have any other comments on the NMH support you received and how it may
have helped you in gaining employment’

j
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End of Survey
Thank-you to.- taking the Vine to corrçlete this survey - your feedback is greatly appreciated.
Any further queries do not hesitate to contact me on: cIare4onnelIyqubacuk
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